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Abstract

Network Analysis Without Exponentiality Assumptions

by

Mor Harchol-Balter

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Manuel Blum, Chair

Theoretical analysis of networks often relies on exponentiality assumptions which are un-

realistic but necessary for mathematical tractability. In some cases these assumptions are

inconsequential, but in others their adoption may lead to invalid results.

We consider two broad areas of network analysis in which exponentiality assump-

tions are often used: The �rst of these is delay analysis of packet-routing networks. Delays

occur in such networks when multiple packets seek to pass simultaneously through a bot-

tleneck { i.e., a part of the network which can accommodate only a single packet at a given

time. The goal of the analysis is to determine the average packet delay associated with

a particular routing scheme and arrival rate. Frequently, for analytic tractability, bottle-

neck times are modeled as independent exponentially-distributed random variables, which

is often inaccurate.

A second area of analysis employing such assumptions is CPU load balancing in

networks of time-sharing workstations. Processes are continually generated at workstations

and may at any point be migrated (for a price) to another workstation in an e�ort to

minimize the average process slowdown. The aim of the analysis is to develop and evaluate

e�ective migration strategies. For analytical tractability, process CPU lifetimes (total CPU

usage) are commonly modeled as exponentially-distributed random variables. However our

measurements show process lifetime distributions are actually Pareto (inverse-polynomial).

For the case of packet-routing, we prove that for a large class of networks, the

exponentiality assumptions always yield an upper bound on the actual average packet delay.

This result validates the use of exponential service-time assumptions in queueing-theoretic
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analysis.

In contrast, we show that the exponentiality assumptions made in the analysis

of process migration can yield incorrect results. This is potentially true even for models

which accurately reect CPU lifetime distributions in the �rst two moments. We introduce

a new general technique whereby our measured process lifetime distribution is applied to

derive a highly e�ective load balancing policy, without resorting to exponentiality assump-

tions. Also via the process lifetime distribution, we answer the long unresolved question of

whether migrating active processes (preemptive migration) is necessary for load balancing,

or whether migrating newborn jobs (remote execution) su�ces.

Professor Manuel Blum

Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Thesis Themes

1.1 Network Analysis

Our overall goal is the development of new methods for network analysis, both for

the purpose of evaluating the performance of existing network algorithms and for deriving

new network algorithms.

Network analysis encompasses a wide variety of problems. One example entails

a packet-routing network where packets arrive at each host at some rate, and each packet

is routed along some path from its source host to its destination host. Here an important

question is to derive a formula for the average time packets are delayed (by other packets

in the network) as they move along their route. Another example is that of a network of

workstations where processes are continually generated at each workstation. Some processes

might run faster if migrated to other (less crowded) workstations, however there is a cost

associated with migrating each process. Here the question is to develop an analytical

criterion for which processes should be migrated and when, so as to minimize the average

process slowdown.

1.2 Unrealistic Exponentiality Assumptions

Because most networked systems are complex, their analysis usually requires some

modeling. In constructing the model, various simplifying assumptions are made, for analyt-

ical tractability. Some assumptions may be grossly inaccurate. It is the role of the modeler

to ensure that these unrealistic assumptions do not a�ect the outcome of the analysis, or
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that the e�ect is predictable and can be adjusted for. In this thesis we concentrate on one

class of such assumptions which we refer to as exponentiality assumptions. These typically

involve assuming that one or more variables associated with the problem are exponentially

distributed random variables. For example in a packet-routing network the transmission

times (time required to load a packet onto a wire) are often assumed to be exponentially-

distributed random variables when in reality they are a constant function of the packet

size and wire bandwidth. Another example occurs when analyzing a network of worksta-

tions where processes are continually generated at each workstation. In this context, the

process CPU requirements are often assumed to be exponentially distributed for analytical

tractability. We will show later that this assumption too is far from realistic. Other exam-

ples are the interarrival times of packets or processes to the network (from outside), which

are commonly modeled as being exponentially distributed (i.e., a Poisson arrival process).

1.3 Why are Exponentiality Assumptions Needed?

So why are the exponentiality assumptions needed in the analysis of networks?

Exponentiality assumptions are usually needed in order to allow one to model the sys-

tem by a simple Markov chain, so that one can solve for the steady-state distribution of

the system (see next few paragraphs for more detail). What's peculiar, however, is that

these exponentiality assumptions have become so commonplace that now even many purely

simulation studies (no analysis) use them (see Section 9.1.2), rather than using measured

distributions or traces.

Below, we �rst review Markov models and their solution, and then we explain why

the exponentiality assumptions are needed.

Recall a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) consists of a countable number of

states S

1

; S

2

; : : : ; S

n

; : : :, and a stochastic process which moves from state to state at discrete

time steps, such that if the process is currently in state S

i

, there is some �xed probability

P

ij

that on the next time step the process will move to state S

j

. A DTMC exhibits the

Markovian property, because, given that the process is currently in state S

i

, the conditional

distribution of the next state and all future states is independent of past history (those

states the process visited before state S

i

.). A continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)

is the continuous time analogue of a DTMC. A CTMC is exactly like a DTMC, except

that a random variable amount of time is spent in state S

i

before the \coin is ipped" to
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decide which state to transition into next. This random variable amount of time must be

exponentially distributed (memoryless) in order that the process be Markovian; if the random

variable were not memoryless, then the time until the next state transition would depend

on the time already spent so far in the current state, i.e., on past history. By modeling

a system as a Markov chain, one can determine the steady-state limiting distribution on

the states through solving \balance equations," which equate, for each state, the rate of

transitions into the state with the rate of transitions out of the state [68]. If the Markov

chain is simple enough, the balance equations are solvable, however, the Markov chain may

be su�ciently complex that no solution is found for the balance equations.

To see where exponentiality assumptions aid in the modeling process, consider a

very simple example of a single host with a CPU. Jobs are continually generated at the

host. Assume for simplicity that each process accesses the CPU in �rst-come-�rst-served

(FCFS) order. Each job uses its required processing time and then terminates. In modeling

this system, a state might represent the number of jobs currently queued at the CPU,

including the job receiving service. Since new jobs may be created at any moment in

time, and may complete at any moment in time, rather than only on discrete time steps, a

CTMC is needed to model the system, rather than a DTMC. From the above discussion,

in order to model this system by a CTMC, the time between state transitions must be

exponentially distributed. This corresponds in our example to requiring job CPU lifetimes

to be exponentially distributed random variables and the times between new job creations

to be exponentially distributed (i.e., a Poisson arrival process).

In the above example, the CTMC is very simple since transitions are only possible

between numerically-consecutive states, resulting in easily solvable balance equations. The

steady-state distribution would be a probability distribution on the number of jobs at the

host. In particular, from this probability distribution we could obtain the average number

of jobs in the system, which, using Little's Law, yields the average delay experienced by

jobs.

It turns out that the above example is simple enough that a Markov chain could

still be formed even without the exponentiality assumptions by using a technique known

as embedded DTMCs. However, without either exponentiality assumption, the Markov

chain we would obtain would have very complicated transition probabilities and horrendous

balance equations, which would not be solvable given a general arrival process and generally
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distributed job CPU requirements

1

.

The above example was very simple to model. Once jobs (or packets) are allowed

to migrate between hosts in a network, it is usually impossible to even construct a Markov

model without exponentiality assumptions (and sometimes further simplifying assumptions

are necessary as well).

1.4 Impact of Exponentiality Assumptions: Harmful or In-

nocuous?

Given that much of the existing literature relies on exponentiality assumptions

which are often unrealistic, a natural question is:

What e�ect do the unrealistic exponentiality assumptions have on the outcome

of the analysis?

For example, can we prove that the outcome of the analysis is invariant to the

particular exponentiality assumption, so one should feel free to make the assumption? Per-

haps the outcome of the analysis is a�ected by the exponentiality assumption, but always

in a provably predictable manner (direction). Or, it could be the case that making the

particular exponentiality assumption completely invalidates the outcome of the analysis.

1.5 Framework for Results

We consider two general areas of network analysis where exponentiality assump-

tions are often made. For each of these areas we show three things:

1. We demonstrate that the particular exponentiality assumption typically made is in-

accurate.

2. We show which of three categories the exponentiality assumption �ts into: (a) innocu-

ous, (b) a�ects the result in a predictable manner, or (c) is harmful in that it leads

to the wrong conclusion.

3. In the case that the assumption is harmful, we show how to do a partial analysis

without resorting to the exponentiality assumption.

1

Approximations, though, do exist for the G/G/1 queue.
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Issue (1) above has been explored in the literature very recently, however the

exploration has primarily been limited to the area of packet arrivals into a network, see for

example [48], [19]. However, the large body of work on the hyperexponential, phase-type,

and Erlang distributions indicates that issue (1) has been acknowledged for some time.

Issue (2) has for the most part been ignored in the literature, particularly with respect to

(2b) and (2c), although some insensitivity results, (2a), do exist [84]. As mentioned above,

issue (3) has been addressed to some extent, although more work in this area is clearly

necessary. One of the contributions of this thesis is simply raising these important issues.

1.5.1 Part I

In Part I of the thesis we examine the problem of predicting the average packet

delay in a packet-routing network and show it �ts into category 2(b) above. This problem

comes up in both parallel and distributed applications which require packets to be routed

in a network. As packets move along their routes, they are delayed by other packets.

Predicting packet delays in networks is an essential requirement for obtaining quality of

service guarantees and evaluating routing schemes and network designs. Throughout, we

will be assuming that all packets have the same size (as in an ATM network).

Delays are incurred in networks when two or more packets simultaneously want to

pass through a bottleneck | a part of the network which can only \serve" one packet at a

time. For example, the time required to load a packet onto a wire represents a bottleneck.

Ideally, we would like an analytical \formula" for the average packet delay which

applies to an arbitrary network topology, routing scheme, and arrival rate at the nodes.

Such formulas already exist in the queueing theory literature, but depend on a

couple of exponentiality assumptions. One such assumption is that the arrival process

of packets to the network from outside is a Poisson process. Several recent studies have

shown this exponentiality assumption to be inaccurate [48], [19], claiming that the mea-

sured Ethernet and Web arrival process exhibits self-similar behavior, however no simple

alternative functional distribution has yet been agreed upon in its place, although more

complex processes have been proposed

2

. Another required exponentiality assumption is

that the service time required at a bottleneck (or \server" in queueing theory terminology)

is an independent exponentially-distributed random variable. To see how unrealistic this

2

A distribution consisting of an aggregation of an in�nite number of on-o� sources with Pareto-distributed

on-times was proposed recently in [49] and then generalized in [5].
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exponential assumption is, imagine that every time we load packet p onto wire w it requires

a di�erent amount of time (not including the time p spends in queue), ranging from 0 to1,

even though the size of p and the bandwidth of w haven't changed. In reality, the service

time required at a bottleneck is some constant corresponding to each bottleneck (server),

with possibly a di�erent constant for each bottleneck (in the above example, this constant

would be the inverse bandwidth of the wire, multiplied by the �xed packet size). Unfortu-

nately, as we'll see in Section 2.3, the most powerful results in queueing theory only apply

to exponential-time servers and not to constant-time servers.

In Part I we investigate the e�ect of the exponential service-time (bottleneck-time)

assumption on the average packet delay. We work within a simple model of packet-routing

networks. Our model assumes that packets are born with routes and packets travel along

their routes independently of each other. Our model allows for arbitrary network topologies,

bottleneck locations, bottleneck durations, and outside arrival rates. For the most part, we

require that packets are served in a FCFS order and that all packets have the same �xed

size.

3

We continue to assume a Poisson outside arrival process.

We prove that in this model, for a large class of networks, S, assuming exponentially-

distributed bottleneck times when deriving the delay always results in an upper bound on

the actual delay. Thus the exponentiality assumption on bottleneck service times is actually

a useful analytical tool in obtaining bounds on delays. Our work in this area involves char-

acterizing this set S. We hope our work will inspire others to consider the e�ect of other

exponentiality assumptions and either similarly validate them, or �nd ways to do without

them.

Chapter 2 introduces Part I. It also outlines of all the results proved in Part I,

de�nes the necessary terminology, and describes previous work in the area of packet-routing.

1.5.2 Part II

In Part II, we consider the problem of CPU load balancing in a network of work-

stations and show it �ts into category 2(c) above. CPU load balancing involves migrating

processes across the network from hosts with high loads to hosts with low loads, so as to

reduce the average completion time of processes. The exponentiality assumptions made

3

Observe that our packet-routing network model is also identical to a traditional dynamic job shop model,

as described in [13]. Here jobs are routed between machine centers, with each job requiring service only at

certain machine centers in a particular order, and the service time depends only on the machine center, not

on the job.
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in this area are (1) assuming that the CPU requirements of processes (process lifetimes)

are exponentially distributed, (2) assuming that packet interarrival times are exponentially

distributed, and sometimes even (3) assuming that process migration times are exponen-

tially distributed. We show that all these exponentiality assumptions are unrealistic, but

the �rst one is the most harmful. We show that modeling the CPU lifetime distribution

by an exponential distribution, or even a hyperexponential distribution with the correct

mean and variance leads to spurious conclusions with respect to developing load balancing

algorithms and evaluating their e�ectiveness.

We measure the UNIX process lifetime distribution, and determine a functional

form for this distribution. Our measured lifetime distribution is very di�erent from an expo-

nential distribution and is well-modeled by a inverse-polynomial, Pareto-type, distribution.

We then use this functional form as an analytical tool to derive a load balancing policy

which does not rely on assuming any of the above mentioned exponentiality assumptions.

We use a trace-driven simulation based on real process arrival times and real CPU usage

to test our load balancing policy, and �nd it to be highly e�ective and robust. As a bonus,

since our policy is analytically derived, it requires no parameters which must be hand-tuned.

Our measured distribution also allows us to answer via analysis and simulations

the unresolved question in the load balancing literature regarding whether migrating active

processes is signi�cantly bene�cial, or whether it su�ces to only migrate newborn processes

(remote execution).

Chapter 8 introduces Part II. It also outlines the results shown in Part II, de�nes

the standard load balancing terminology, and describes previous work in the area of CPU

load balancing.
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Part I

Validating Exponential Service

Assumptions in Delay Analysis of

Packet-Routing Networks
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Chapter 2

Model, De�nitions, and Approach

In Part I of this thesis we'll examine one area of network analysis, delay analy-

sis in packet-routing networks, where exponentiality assumptions are usually essential for

analysis. Two exponentiality assumptions are necessary: The �rst concerns the service time

distribution of packets at bottlenecks in the network (this terminology will be de�ned in

this chapter). The second involves the outside arrival process of packets at each host. Both

of these exponentiality assumptions are unrealistic. We limit our work to only the �rst of

these assumptions: exponential service times. We ask the question: Does the exponential

service time assumption a�ect the outcome of the analysis? We will prove that although not

entirely innocuous, the exponential service time assumption is not as harmful as one might

think. We'll show that for a large class of packet-routing networks using the exponential

service time assumption a�ects the result of the analysis in a predictable manner, in that

it provides an upper bound on correct result.

We consider the problem of computing the steady-state average packet delay in

an arbitrary packet-routing network where the outside arrival process is assumed to be

Poisson. We begin by describing our abstract model for a packet-routing network (Sec-

tion 2.1). We then reformulate the de�nition of a packet-routing network as a queueing

network having constant-time servers (Section 2.2). Unfortunately, queueing networks with

constant-time servers are almost never analytically tractable. However queueing networks

with exponentially-distributed service times are (Section 2.3). In Section 2.4, we explain

our approach which we use throughout Part I: Rather than try to compute delays for the

constant-time server case directly, which is known to be elusive, we instead prove that the

delay in the constant-time server case can be upper bounded by the delay in the appro-
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Figure 2.1: A packet-routing network

priate exponentially-distributed model, which we know how to solve. In Section 2.5, we

outline the results of Part I and their signi�cance. Section 2.6 covers previous results on

bounding delays in packet-routing networks. In this context, we explain the appeal of using

our approach (Section 2.7). In Section 2.8, we cover some known theorems which will be

used throughout Part I. We conclude this chapter with intuition about our method and a

few easy results (Section 2.9).

2.1 Packet-routing network model

Consider any physical network (e.g. ATM network) of arbitrary topology made

up of nodes (e.g. hosts, routers) and wires, with �xed-size packets. The packets arrive

continually at the nodes of the network from outside. Each packet is born with a route (path)

which it must follow and each route occurs with some average frequency (possibly zero). For

example, in the routing scheme of Figure 2.1, packets with path A ! B ! C ! are born

at an average rate of one every 10 seconds, and packets with path B ! C ! B ! C !

are born at an average rate of one every 20 seconds. We will refer to such a network as a

dynamic packet-routing network, P .
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With respect to delays, what di�erentiates packet-routing networks from each

other is the location and duration of bottlenecks. A bottleneck is a part of the network

through which only one packet can pass at a time. For example, the theoretical computer

science community [44], [36], [81], generally considers each wire to be a bottleneck. Speci�-

cally, in their de�nition it takes some unit constant amount of time for a packet to traverse

each wire and only one packet may traverse any given wire at a time. If a packet arrives at

a wire which is currently being used, the packet must join the end of the queue of packets

waiting to traverse that wire. A more realistic example is a packet-switched network, where

each router node also constitutes a bottleneck, or a chain of bottlenecks, and although more

than one packet may traverse a wire at a time, the packets must be separated by the trans-

mission time (the time to get the packet onto the wire). That is, the transmission times

represent the bottlenecks.

Since only one packet at a time may pass through each bottleneck, a queue of

packets forms at each bottleneck. In most physical networks with �xed-size packets the

time required for the packet at the head of the queue to pass through a given bottleneck

is a constant (with possibly a di�erent constant corresponding to each bottleneck). For

example, the transmission time required to load a �xed-size packet onto a particular wire

is a constant proportional to the inverse bandwidth of the wire. Any packet which must be

loaded onto that wire requires the same constant transmission time.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume packets are served at a bottleneck in �rst-

come-�rst-served (FCFS) order. In some of the future sections we will examine more general

non-preemptive service orders (e.g., priority-based).

The delay of a packet is the total time it spends waiting in queues at bottlenecks

from the time it is born until it reaches its destination. The average packet delay is the

expected delay of a packet entering the network in steady-state.

Since it's the bottlenecks that di�erentiate packet-routing networks with respect

to delays, a packet-routing network is best described in the form of a queueing network

which is designed to explicitly show the bottlenecks.
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2.2 Recasting a packet-routing network as a queueing net-

work with constant-time servers

A queueing network N is an abstract model consisting of servers connected by

edges together with a routing scheme, as shown in Figure 2.2. It's behavior is very similar

to our de�nition of a packet-routing network, except that time is only spent at the servers,

and no time is spent on the edges. Thus packets queue up at the servers of N . Packets are

born continually at the servers of N , and each packet has a path associated with it that it

follows. A queueing network is de�ned by four parameters:

service-time distribution The service time associated with a server is a random variable

from a distribution. (Note the distribution | or just its mean | may be di�erent for

each server).

contention resolution protocol The order in which packets are served in case of conict

at a server.

outside arrival process In this thesis, whenever we speak of a queueing network, we will

assume that outside arrivals occur at each server according to a Poisson process.

routing scheme Each packet is born with a route which it must follow and each route

occurs with some average frequency (possibly zero).

Given a queueing network N where c

s

is the mean service time at server s, de�ne

N

C,FCFS

(respectively, N

E,FCFS

) to be the queueing network N where the service time at

server s is a constant c

s

(respectively, an independent exponentially distributed random

variable with mean c

s

) and the packets are served in a First-Come-First-Served order at

each server.

Recasting a packet-routing network P as a queueing network N

C,FCFS

Observe that a packet-routing network P in our model may be described as a

queueing network of type N

C,FCFS

as follows: Corresponding to each (constant-time) bot-

tleneck in P, create a server in N .

For example, if one considers each entire wire of P to be a bottleneck, then there

is a constant time server in N

C,FCFS

corresponding to each wire in P , where the service
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Outside
Arrivals

Departures
Outside
Arrivals

ROUTING SCHEME:

server x

server y

server z

Possible Packet Path: Average rate of birth:

x −> y −>

x −> y −> z −>

y −> z −>

1 every 10 seconds on avg.

1 every 15 seconds on avg.

1 every 20 seconds on avg.

Figure 2.2: For the purposes of this thesis, a queueing network denotes a networked con�g-

uration of servers together with a routing scheme.

time at the server is equal to the time required to traverse the wire in P (possibly di�erent

for each wire). Finer-tuned modeling of transmission times and propagation times is only

slightly more complicated: Let t denote the transmission time for the wire, and p denote the

propagation time for the wire. Now simply use a chain of FCFS servers in N to represent

each wire in P , where the service time at each server in the chain is t and the number of

servers in the chain is

p

t

. In this way we're able to model the fact that several packets may

be on a wire in P at a time, but they must be separated by t, the time to load a packet

onto a wire. Furthermore, once loaded onto a wire, the time for a packet to traverse the

wire is t �

p

t

, namely p, the propagation time. It is equally easy to use servers in N to model

bottlenecks at the nodes in P .

From now on, we will never refer to packet-routing networks again, but rather we

will only address how to compute delays in queueing networks of type N

C,FCFS

.
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2.3 Want to analyze network of constant time servers, but

only know how to analyze exponential time servers

In the previous section we saw that most packet-routing networks can be formu-

lated as queueing networks of type N

C,FCFS

. Our goal is to derive a general formula which

applies to an arbitrary queueing network of type N

C,FCFS

and returns the average packet

delay as a function of the average route frequencies.

Unfortunately, no such formula is known (see Section 2.6). However, a queueing

network consisting of FCFS servers with exponentially-distributed service times (i.e., a

network of type N

E,FCFS

) is surprisingly easy to analyze. In fact, queueing theory provides

results for not just the average packet delay, but also the distribution of queue sizes at each

server and a host of other useful results which apply to arbitrary queueing networks of type

N

E,FCFS

. Queueing network of type N

E,FCFS

are a type of \multiclass Jackson queueing

networks." The known results for multiclass Jackson queueing networks are explained in

queueing textbooks such as [13]. For reference, in Appendix A, we include a subset of these

results, tailored to our de�nition of a queueing network from Figure 2.2.

We briey explain the reason why networks of exponential time servers are ana-

lytically tractable: First observe that networks of exponential-time servers can be modeled

by continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) (see Section 1.3). This is done as follows: Each

state of the CTMC consists of the number of packets at each server including the one serving

there, plus the class of each packet, where class refers to the packet's route. (Observe that

because the service times at each server are exponentially distributed, there is no need to

keep track of how long a packet has already been served at a server.) The time spent at each

state before transitioning to another state is the time until either a new packet arrives from

outside the network or a packet completes service at a server and moves to another server.

Thus the time between state transitions is the minimum of several exponential random vari-

ables, which is in turn exponentially-distributed as required for a CTMC. The probability

of transitioning from state S

i

to state S

j

next as opposed to S

k

next is the probability

that the event corresponding to a transition to S

j

occurs before the event corresponding

to a transition to S

k

. This is well-de�ned as the probability that one exponential random

variable is smaller (earlier) than another.

Given a Markov process, we can now solve for the stationary distribution by equat-

ing, for each state, the rate at which the process leaves that state with the rate at which it
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enters that state (\balance equations"). Although in general balance equations do not nec-

essarily have a closed-form solution, or an easily found one, it turns out (see Appendix A)

that the balance equations which are derived from a queueing network of type N

E,FCFS

are not only solvable, but have a particularly simple closed-form limiting distribution. In

fact, it turns out that the limiting distribution on the number of packets at server i is in-

dependent of that at server j, for all i and j. This is known as a \product-form" solution.

The product-form observation was �rst discovered by Jackson [35], [34], and has led to the

coining of the term \queueing theory's independence assumptions" whenever exponential

service times and outside interarrival times are assumed. Furthermore, the distribution on

the number of packets queued at server i is a simple function of the total rate of packets

arriving at server i. Given the average queue size at each server, it is then simple to apply

Little's formula to obtain the expected packet delay.

By contrast, queueing networks with constant-time servers are almost never tractable,

as we'll see in Section 2.6.

1

The above argument doesn't apply to networks of type N

C,FCFS

because in general they can't be represented by a countable state Markov model. In par-

ticular, the state of the network depends on how much service time the packet has already

received (past history).

Unfortunately, although queueing networks of typeN

E,FCFS

are analytically tractable,

they are completely unrealistic as a model of packet-routing networks. For example, con-

sider a packet-routing network with �xed-size packets. The transmission time (time to

load a packet onto a wire) should depend only on the bandwidth of the wire. That is, the

transmission time for a particular wire can be represented by a server with some constant

service time. It does not make sense that the the transmission time should be exponen-

tially distributed. It also does not make sense that the transmission time should vary with

each packet crossing the wire, or with each iteration of the same packet crossing the same

wire. The independence implications of exponentially-distributed service times further lead

one to distrust networks of exponential servers as a model of packet-routing networks. For

example, it seems false that the queue size at one bottleneck of a packet-routing network

1

The following is an idea for analyzing networks of constant-time servers which seems plausible, but

doesn't work: Replace each constant-time server with service time, say 1, by a chain of n exponential-time

servers, each having mean 1=n (for large n, the total service time required by the chain of n exponential-

time servers is approximately 1). Now analyze the delay in the exponential-server network. The reason this

doesn't work is that only one packet at a time serves at the constant-time server, however several packets

may simultaneously occupy the corresponding chain of exponential-time servers (at di�erent servers in the

chain).
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should be independent of the queue size at all other bottlenecks.

Because most queueing-theory formulas such as those described above rely on the

clearly unrealistic assumption of exponential service times, many computer scientists are

reluctant (or outright unwilling) to use this huge body of queueing formulas for delays and

queue sizes when analyzing packet-routing networks, and are suspicious of any analyses

obtained using \traditional queueing-theoretic assumptions." As we'll see (Section 2.6) this

fear exists even in the area of computer science theory research, where Poisson arrivals are

accepted, but exponential service times are not. Allan Borodin commented on exactly this

problem in [10].

2.4 Our approach: Bounding delay in N

C

by that in N

E

Our approach for analyzing networks with constant-time FCFS servers is very

natural and surprisingly unexplored:

Our idea is to bound the average delay of N

C,FCFS

(which we care about) by

the average delay of the corresponding network N

E,FCFS

(which we know how to

compute).

Note above that N

E,FCFS

and N

C,FCFS

refer to the same queueing network N

(same routing scheme), except that in N

C,FCFS

server s has some constant service time c

s

,

and in N

E,FCFS

the service time at server s is exponentially-distributed with mean c

s

.

Our overall goal is to identify the class S of queueing networks N for which

AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) (2.1)

We will sometimes refer to the class S as the class of boundable networks. In Section 2.9

we give intuition for why we suspect most networks are in S.

2.5 Outline and implications of our results

In this section we outline our results towards determining the class S of boundable

networks.

We say a queueing network hasMarkovian routing if when a packet �nishes serving

at a server i, the probability that it next moves to some server j (or leaves the network)

depends only on where the packet last served and is independent of its previous history (or
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route). In the case of Markovian routing, the packets appear indistinguishable since they

have no associated route. Thus a queueing network with Markovian routing can simply be

described by a directed graph with probabilities on the edges.

2

We will sometimes use the

term \non-Markovian routing" to indicate the general model where packets are born with

routes. (The term queueing network { when not followed by a descriptor { will still refer to

the general model as de�ned in Section 2.2.)

In Chapter 3 , we give an easy proof showing that all queueing networks N with Marko-

vian routing are in S, i.e.,

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

).

We also show thatN

C,FCFS

is stable under the same conditions as N

E,FCFS

. Our proof

is a coupling argument shown to hold on every sample point in a probability space.

We give an example showing why this sample point based proof technique can not be

extended to general queueing networks (where packets are born with paths).

Signi�cance of this result: The problem of computing the average delay in a packet-

routing network where packets are born with random destinations is an important

problem in theoretical computer science (see Section 2.6) because most routing schemes

are randomized, requiring packets to be sent to random intermediate destinations.

Queueing networks with Markovian routing (and constant time servers) are in turn

important because they model many

3

packet-routing networks in which the packets

have random destinations. A couple common examples are the mesh network with

greedy routing (packets are �rst routed to the correct column and then to the correct

row) and the hypercube network with canonical routing (packets cross each dimension

if needed in order). For these examples, when the destinations are random, rather

than choosing the random destination when the packet is born, we can view the ran-

dom destination as being decided a little at a time, by ipping a coin after each server.

(Here a server corresponds to an edge in the original network). That is, in the above

examples, it can be shown that knowledge of the current server alone is enough infor-

mation to determine the probability of next moving to each of the other servers, so a

2

Note an equivalent way to de�ne a queueing network N is to say that each outside arrival to N is

associated with some class. A packet of class ` at server i moves next to server j with probability p

`

ij

. In

the special case of Markovian routing, the queueing network N has only one class of packets.

3

But not all.
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queueing network with Markovian routing fully describes the packet-routing network.

For a more detailed explanation see [72] and [56].

The above result tells us that we can easily compute an upper bound on the average

delay for any packet-routing network which can be modeled by a queueing network

with Markovian routing.

In Chapter 4 , we �nd that we are able to prove much more general results for the case

of light tra�c. Here we no longer need to restrict ourselves to queueing networks with

Markovian routing, but rather we can assume the general model where packets are

born with a route.

The exact statement of the light-tra�c result requires a few de�nitions, but speaking

loosely, we prove that, for light tra�c, a queueing network N has the property that

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

) whenever the statement holds for the case

of just two packets (distributed randomly) in the system. We show that for most

queueing networks, including most of the standard interconnection networks, it is

easy to see immediately that this simple condition is satis�ed.

Signi�cance of this result: If a queueing network N has the property that

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

) (2.2)

when the tra�c load is light, then, simulations suggest (see Section 6.4), N is even

more likely to have property 2.2 when the tra�c load is heavier. The reason is that

for all networks we've simulated the di�erence:

AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

)� AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

)

is an increasing function of the tra�c load.

Thus, all networks which have property 2.2 for light tra�c are also very likely to be

in S. This suggests that many more (non-Markovian) networks are contained in S.

The second signi�cance of this result is as a new analysis technique for upper-bounding

delay in light-tra�c networks with constant-time servers, which heretofore have eluded

analysis (see introduction to Chapter 4).

In Chapter 5 , we demonstrate a queueing network N , s.t.

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) > AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

)
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Signi�cance of this result: This counterexample disproves the widely believed con-

jecture that for all networks N , N

C,FCFS

has lower average delay than N

E,FCFS

(see

Section 2.6). Constructing a queueing network which is not in S is also useful as a

tool for de�ning S, because (as we see in Chapter 6) it provides suggestions for other

classes of networks which likely belong in S.

In Chapter 6 , we discuss ongoing work. This includes conjectures for which further

classes of networks are likely to be in S, based on careful examination of the coun-

terexample network from Chapter 5. We also present a simulation study, in progress,

of how tight a bound AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) provides on AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

),

as a function of several network parameters such as load and route lengths.

Signi�cance of this result: Recall that the reason we want to show many networks are

in S, is because that gives us a means for upper bounding the average packet delay in

these networks. Ideally we would like the upper bound to be as tight as possible. The

simulation study above allows us to use characteristics of the network to derive an

adjustment factor which can be applied to AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) to obtain a better

estimate for AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

).

In Chapter 7 , we elaborate on future work in removing other unrealistic queueing-

theoretic assumptions, aside from exponential service times.

2.6 Previous work

As mentioned in Section 2.3, analysis of queueing networks (as de�ned in Sec-

tion 2.2) typically assumes that the servers have exponentially-distributed service times, or

at least a phase-type service distribution (i.e., a small number of exponentials in sequence).

Even light-tra�c analysis of queueing networks, which should be easier, relies on the as-

sumption of exponential or phase-type service times (see Reiman and Simon's papers [62],

[63]).

Almost all analysis for constant-time servers (or generally distributed service times)

is limited to the single-server network, or a chain of servers, (see for example [69, pp. 353{

356], [89], [88] ).

The theoretical computer science community has predominantly chosen to ignore

queueing theory results because they rely on unrealistic service time assumptions. Instead
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the theoretical computer science community has decided to concentrate on directly deriving

bounds on delays for a few particular networks of type N

C,FCFS

.

To simplify the analysis, the theoretical computer scientists regard every edge of

the packet-routing network as a bottleneck requiring unit time to traverse (i.e., they model

a packet-routing network by a queueing network where for every edge in the packet-routing

network, there is a constant-time server in the queueing network with service time 1).

The most commonly used technique for bounding the delay in packet-routing networks is

applying Cherno� bounds to bound the maximum number of packets which could possibly

need to traverse a given edge during a window of time, with high probability. This yields

an upper bound on queue sizes, which in turn yields upper bounds on delay.

Analyzing queueing networks of type N

C,FCFS

is very di�cult even in the re-

stricted case of a particular topology, particular routing scheme, and equal service times

at the servers. Most of the work done by the theoretical computer science community is

in analyzing static packet-routing networks. Static packet-routing refers to the case where

the packets to be routed are all present in the network when the routing commences, and

there is exactly one packet per node. Static packet-routing is commonly called permutation

routing because the packets are being permuted among the hosts. (The situation we usu-

ally refer to where packets arrive continually from outside the network is known as dynamic

packet-routing).

Examples of research on static packet-routing networks are [44], [45], [82], [80],

[4], [77], [28], [3], [16]. All of these are speci�c to a particular network and a particular

routing scheme. They mostly concentrate on the problem of permutation routing, and use

the Cherno� bound approach. Some research on static packet-routing networks applies to

general networks (see [46] [58]). This research concentrates on worst-case bounds.

In most of the above routing schemes packets are �rst sent to random intermediate

destinations so as to get around particularly bad permutations where many packets need

to traverse the same edge at the same time.

4

Therefore, there's also been a lot of research

which concentrates on computing delays for the case where the �nal destinations are random

(see for example [44], [80], [45], [36]).

In 1990 Tom Leighton pioneered the study of dynamic packet-routing networks

4

Valiant and Brebner �rst proposed the now common idea of 2-stage randomized routing in 1981, [82].

In the �rst stage packets are routed to random intermediate destinations, and in the second stage they are

routed from the intermediate destinations to their �nal destinations.
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(continual arrivals from outside) using the Cherno� bound approach, see [44], [36]. The

outside arrival process is assumed to be discrete Poisson (a new packet is born at each

node of the network at every second with probability p). The service time at each server is

exactly one second. Leighton restricted his study to analyzing the mesh network (array),

with random destinations, and with the greedy routing scheme, where packets �rst move to

their destination's column and from there to their destination's row. Leighton achieves very

tight bounds on delay, however these results are speci�c to a particular network topology

(mesh) and routing scheme (greedy). Also, the analysis is extremely involved.

The Cherno� bound analysis applied above to the mesh network could not be

applied to the case of the ring network topology where the routing scheme is simply clockwise

routing. In fact, there are no known bounds on delay for the ring network with constant-

time servers. Co�man, Kahale, and Leighton, [18], were able to closely bound delay for

the ring network with Markovian routing under the assumption that the ring size was

in�nite. We mention this because their approach is interesting. Their idea was to construct

a discrete-time Markov chain model for the special case of a ring network with Markovian

routing and constant-time servers. As we discussed earlier, the constant servers usually

make Markov chain analysis impossible, however Co�man, Kahale, and Leighton added

another assumptions that made the Markov model possible: They discretized the outside

arrivals, so that packet arrivals were synchronized to the beginning of each second (a new

packet is born at each node of the network at the start of every second with probability p),

where the service time at every server was also exactly one second. In this way, they did

not have to keep track of the amount of time a packet had served at a server. Obtaining a

Markov model is not enough, though, because the Markov model may not be simple enough

to solve (recall, in the case of exponential time servers, the Markov chain representation has

a very simple product-form solution). However, Co�man, Kahale, and Leighton discovered

that when they made the additional assumption that the size of the ring was in�nite, their

Markov chain became tractable.

Observe that the ring network with non-Markovian routing where the destinations

are random cannot be modeled by a Markovian queueing network. This is part of what

makes the ring queueing network so intractable.

Stamoulis and Tsitsiklis, [72], were the �rst to apply traditional queueing theory

in delay analysis of problems from theoretical computer science, and their work has inspired

our own. Their goal was to bound the average packet delay in the hypercube and buttery
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networks, where the packets are routed to random destinations. They ended up proving a

more general result, which has inspired our entire approach to delay analysis. Stamoulis

and Tsitsiklis proved that for all layered (i.e. acyclic) networks N with Markovian routing,

N

E,FCFS

has greater average packet delay than N

C,FCFS

. They then went on to show that

the hypercube and buttery network with canonical routing and random destinations can

be modeled by layered queueing networks with Markovian routing of type N

C,FCFS

. In theo-

rem 1 we generalize the Stamoulis and Tsitsiklis proof by removing their layered assumption

and in doing so simplify their ten page proof to a page. Unbeknownst to Stamoulis, Tsit-

siklis and to us, Righter and Shanthikumar, [64], earlier proved a slightly more general

result for all networks with Markovian routing, namely that N

E,FCFS

has greater average

packet delay than N

ILR,FCFS

, where ILR denotes any service time distribution which has

an increasing likelihood ratio. However, their proof requires specialized cross-coupling and

conditioning arguments, and therefore we choose to present our own elementary one page

proof which su�ces for our purposes.

Surprisingly our literature search hasn't turned up any other previous work along

the lines of bounding delays in networks of constant time servers by networks of exponential

time servers. We believe this is due to a widespread belief that greater variance in service

times always leads to greater average packet delay in queueing networks where the outside

arrival process is Poisson, [90], [85], [26], [38], [70].

5

Thus although no one has explicitly

proven that networks of constant time servers always have less delay that the corresponding

exponential server networks, everyone already believes it anyway. We even came across a

paper that claimed to have proven that S contains all queueing networks [98], however we

found a bug in their proof. In Section 2.9 we explain the intuition behind why it seems

so believable that every queueing network should be in S. In Chapter 5 we construct

a queueing network which is not in S. It is important to note that the counterexample

queueing network we construct has a Poisson outside arrival process. It is far simpler

to construct a counterexample for the case of batch arrivals. Figure 2.3 indicates why

it's easy to create counterexamples for batch arrivals. Examples of the batch nature were

demonstrated by [91] and [67] in the 70's.

5

The average packet delay is an increasing function of the variance in the service time distribution for

each of the following single queue networks: the M/G/1 queue, the M/G/1 queue with batch arrivals, the

M/G/1 queue with priorities, and the M/G/k queue, [69, pp.353{356],[89], [88].
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Figure 2.3: Non-Poisson (in this case batch-Poisson) arrivals can favor more variance in

service distributions. For example, if three packets arrive in a batch (serving in the top

three servers above), they'll collide at the next server unless their service-completions are

staggered.

2.7 Appeal of our approach

Our approach to upper bounding the delay in a network N

C,FCFS

of constant-

time servers is to prove that N belongs to S, and then use the delay in N

E,FCFS

as an

upper bound. This approach has several appeals. First, unlike the results obtained by the

theoretical computer science community, our approach applies to a broad class of networks

(all networks in S), rather than requiring a separate proof for each individual topology and

routing scheme. Second, it is often easier to prove that the delay in a class of networks of

constant-time servers are bounded by the corresponding exponential server networks, than

to analyze the constant-time networks directly. Thirdly, as mentioned earlier, most current

practical network design and analysis doesn't take advantage of existing queueing theory

because of the unrealistic assumptions queueing theory depends on. Our research has taken

the �rst step in replacing one of these unrealistic assumptions (exponential service times)

by the more realistic assumption (constant service times). We hope that further research

in this direction will motivate more network and routing designers to make use of queueing

theory.
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2.8 Some necessary preliminary de�nitions

In the proofs that follow, we will need to make use of a network of constant-time

servers where the service order (contention resolution protocol) at each server is processor

sharing. In processor sharing, the server is shared equally by all the packets currently

waiting at the server. For example, if the service time at the server is 2 seconds, and there

are 3 packets waiting at the server, then each packet is being served simultaneously at a

rate of

1

6

, and if the packets all started serving at the same time, they will complete service

simultaneously 6 seconds later.

Given a queueing network N where c

s

is the mean service time at server s, de�ne

N

C,PS

to be the queueing network N where the service time at server s is the constant c

s

,

and the service order at each server is processor sharing. Our reason for introducing N

C,PS

is because of a theorem by [8] and [37] (and described more recently in [84] and [39]) which

states that for all queueing networks N ,

AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) = AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

):

(note this theorem requires that the outside arrival process is a Poisson process).

6

To prove that a queueing network N belongs to S, it therefore su�ces to prove

that

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

C,PS

):

Thus, rather than having to compare the delay in a network of constant-time

servers with that in the corresponding network of exponential-time servers, we will instead

compare two networks, both with constant-time servers, but having di�erent local schedul-

ing at the servers.

2.9 Intuition for why networks of constant servers generally

have less delay than networks of exponential servers

We end this chapter with some intuition for why we believe that most queueing

networks are contained in S.

6

The proof of this powerful theorem requires modeling the N

C,PS

network by a continuous-time Markov

chain. To do this, the constant-time server in N

C,PS

is broken into a chain of n exponential-time stages.

Any number of packets may be in any stage at once. The rate at which a packet transitions from one

stage to another depends on the number of packets occupying the entire chain. It can be shown that this

continuous-time Markov chain has a product-form solution equal to that for N

E,FCFS

.
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To begin, consider a queueing network N consisting of a single server. It is easy

to prove that N is in S (N is solvable for generally-distributed service times | see [69]

for a work conservation argument, or [92] for a tagging argument). Our argument consists

of showing that the average delay in N

C,FCFS

is less than that in N

C,PS

. We can actually

show something stronger, namely that the statement is true for any arrival sequence, not

just a Poisson arrival stream:

Claim 1 If the same sequence of arrivals is fed into a FCFS queue and into a PS queue,

then the i

th

departure from the FCFS queue occurs no later than the i

th

departure from the

PS queue.

Proof: Let R be the remaining work at the time of the i

th

arrival, i.e., the total service time

remaining for all packets which haven't yet departed at the time of the i

th

arrival. Observe

that R is the same for both queues. In both queues, the i

th

arrival must wait for all earlier

arrivals to depart before it can depart (i.e., in both queues the i

th

arrival must wait time

R), but only in the PS queue must a packet also wait while later arrivals get service.

Now consider a chain N of n servers, where all servers have mean service time 1

(see Figure 2.4). Packets arrive according to a Poisson process at the head of the chain and

the routing scheme simply requires the packets to move through the chain. To see that N

is in S, simply apply Claim 1 followed by n � 1 invocations of Claim 2 below. (Observe

that this argument also holds for the chain network where the servers have unequal service

times. Furthermore, the argument also applies to the rooted tree network in Figure 2.5

where every packet route is a tree path starting at the root.)

Claim 2 If the sequence of arrivals to a (single server) FCFS queue is no later than the

arrivals to a PS queue, then the i

th

departure from the FCFS queue occurs no later than

the i

th

departure from the PS queue.

Proof: Observe that if the arrivals at the FCFS queue were moved back in time to the

times of the arrivals at the PS queue, then the departure times from the FCFS queue would

occur later, if anything. The proof now follows from Claim 1.
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     time 1
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     time 1
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     time 1
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     time 1

Figure 2.4: Chain of n servers. N

C,FCFS

clearly has less delay than N

E,FCFS

.

Figure 2.5: Rooted tree where packet routes are paths starting at the root. N

C,FCFS

clearly

has less delay than N

E,FCFS

.
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Examining the chain example in Figure 2.4 in more detail provides intuition for

why the average delay in N

C,PS

should be greater than that in N

C,FCFS

for more general

networks, N . Consider the delay experienced by a newly-arriving packet p in chain N .

In N

C,FCFS

, p is only delayed by the packets it �nds queued up at the �rst server. After

that initial delay, the packets are spread out and move in lockstep down the chain without

interfering with each other. In N

C,PS

, p is also delayed by the packets it �nds queued at

the �rst server (same remaining work). However there are two additional sources of delay

for p. First, p may be delayed by later arrivals. Second, p may be become part of a clump,

incurring a �(n) delay.

A \clump" is a term we coin to denote a set of packets which meet and are

extremely di�cult to separate. Figure 2.6 illustrates some examples of clumping. One

example of clumping occurs when two packets arrive at almost the same exact time (see

Figure 2.6(a)). These packets are almost impossible to separate in N

C,PS

. Assuming the

packets don't separate, they will continue to delay each other all the way down the chain,

each incurring a delay of �(n) from the other. Figure 2.6(b) shows an example of how

a clump might be broken. However, separating a clump often requires several packets to

arrive in succession (to slow down one member of the clump), but that succession of packets

itself is then likely to become a clump. One last, somewhat subtle, problem with clumps

is that a clump travels much more slowly than all other packets, e.g., a clump of size k

travels at 1=k

th

the speed of other packets. Consequently, it is easier for other packets to

catch up to the clump, at which time they may become part of the clump, and the problem

worsens. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6(c). As we discuss later, the greater the arrival

rate, the greater the clumping possibilities, and the more likely that the average delay in

N

C,PS

exceeds that in N

C,FCFS

.
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a) b) c)

Figure 2.6: Examples of Clumping. Chain network where all servers have service time 1. a)

Packets p and q become part of the same clump, and delay each other all the way down the

chain. b) Although p and q were initially part of the same clump, they were able to break

apart from each other. c) Because clumps move more slowly than regular packets, other

packets are likely to join the clump and become part of it.
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Chapter 3

Bounding Delays in Networks

with Markovian Routing

In Section 3.1, we give a simple proof that all queueing networks with Markovian

routing

1

are in S.

2

Our proof is modeled after [72] who proved this result for layered

Markovian networks. Whereas their proof uses induction on the levels of the network,

we induct on time, thereby obviating the need for a layered network, and simplifying the

proof from ten pages to a page. One consequence of our proof is a necessary and su�cient

condition for the stability of networks of typeN

C,FCFS

with Markovian routing (Section 3.2).

Our proofs of Section 3.1 and 3.2 also generalize to non-preemptive service orders other

than FCFS (Section 3.3).

In Section 3.4 we show the di�culty behind extending the techniques used in our

proof to queueing networks with non-Markovian routing (i.e., the general case where packets

are born with paths).

3.1 Bounding Average Delay in Networks with Markovian

Routing

Theorem 1 For all queueing networks Nwith Markovian routing,

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

)

1

This terminology was de�ned at the beginning of Section 2.5.

2

This proof appeared in our paper [32].
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Our proof will actually bound the average delay in N

C,FCFS

by that in N

C,PS

, as

de�ned in Section 2.8.

Our proof that the average delay in N

C,FCFS

is bounded by that in N

C,PS

will be

valid for any sequence of outside arrivals, not just a Poisson arrival stream. However we

will need the outside arrival process to be Poisson in order to claim that the average delay

in N

C,PS

is equal to that in N

E,FCFS

.

We start by recalling Claim 2 from Section 2.9 which states that if the sequence

of arrivals to a (single server) FCFS queue is no later than the arrivals to a PS queue, then

the i

th

departure from the FCFS queue occurs no later than the i

th

departure from the PS

queue.

To generalize the statement from the single server to the network, we'll use a

coupling argument. Consider the behavior of the two networks when coupled to run on the

same sample point consisting of:

1. the sequence of arrival times at each server from outside the network, and

2. the choices for where the j

th

packet served at each server proceeds next.

Note the above quantities are all independent for a network with Markovian routing. Also,

the j

th

packet to complete at a particular server in the two networks may not be the same

packet. Our proof consists of proving the following claim:

Claim 3 For a given sample point, the j

th

service completion at any server of the FCFS

network occurs no later than the j

th

service completion at the corresponding server of the

PS network.

Proof: Assume the claim is true at time t. We show it's true at time t

0

> t, where t

0

is

the time of the next service completion in either network. We distinguish between outside

arrivals to a server (packets arriving from outside the network) and inside arrivals to a

server (service completions), and make the following sequence of observations:

� During [0; t

0

), Claim 3 is true.

� Let's suppose the very next service completion is to occur at server q. During [0; t

0

),

every arrival at PS server, q

PS

, must have already occurred at the corresponding

FCFS server, q

FCFS

(see Figure 3.1). (This is true for inside arrivals because any
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of proof of Claim 3. Time moves from right to left, i.e., arrivals

closer to server q occurred earlier. We consider the same server q in the FCFS network

and the PS network. The arrival stream into PS server q is delayed relative to the arrival

stream into FCFS server q. Therefore the departure stream out of PS server q is delayed

relative to the departure stream out of FCFS server q.

inside arrival at q

PS

is, say, the j

th

service completion at some server q

0

PS

, and by

the previous observation, the j

th

service completion at q

0

FCFS

is at least as early. By

de�nition of the sample point, the observation is also true for outside arrivals.)

� Therefore, during [0; t

0

), the i

th

packet to arrive at q

FCFS

arrives no later than the

i

th

arrival at the corresponding server q

PS

of the PS network.

� Hence, by Claim 2, we see Claim 3 holds during [0; t

0

]. This includes the current

service completion.

By Claim 3, it follows that for any sample point, the i

th

departure from N

C,FCFS

occurs no later than the i

th

departure from N

C,PS

. This implies that

Number of packets in N

C,FCFS

at time t �

st

Number of packets in N

C,PS

at time t

which implies that

E fNumber of packets in N

C,FCFS

at time tg � E fNumber of packets in N

C,PS

at time tg
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So by Little's Law [92, p. 236] we have shown that

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

C,PS

)

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3.2 Stability issues

A necessary condition for the stability of a queueing network is that the total

arrival rate into any server of the network (including arrivals from inside and outside the

network) is no more than the service rate at the server. The question is whether this is also

a su�cient condition for stability.

A su�cient condition for the stability of a queueing network is that the expected

time between which all the queues empty out is �nite.

Stability is a well understood issue for any network of type N

E,FCFS

. In the case of

N

E,FCFS

a su�cient condition for stability is that the average arrival rate into each server

is less than the service rate at that server. This is easy to see because, by the product-form

distribution of N

E,FCFS

, under this condition the probability that all the queues are empty

is non-zero, thus the expected time between which they all empty is �nite.

Since networks of type N

C,FCFS

don't satisfy product-form, it is harder to prove

su�cient conditions for their stability. However observe that the stochastic ordering in the

proof of Theorem 1 immediately implies that for any queueing network N with Markovian

routing, N

C,FCFS

is stable whenever N

E,FCFS

is. For let N be any network with Markovian

routing and assume that the average arrival rate into each server is less than the service

rate at that server. Then,

Pr fall queues of N

C,FCFS

are emptyg

= 1�Pr ftotal number of packets in N

C,FCFS

> 0g

� 1�Pr ftotal number of packets in N

E,FCFS

> 0g

= Pr fall queues of N

E,FCFS

are emptyg

> 0:
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3.3 Some Easy Generalizations

Observe that the proofs of Claims 2 and 3 do not depend on serving the packets

in a FCFS order. For example, packets could be born with priorities, with servers serving

higher-priority packets �rst, in a non-preemptive fashion. In fact, for a given sample point,

the time of the j

th

service completion at a server is the same for every non-preemptive

contention resolution protocol which serves one packet at a time.

Naturally, we still require that the packet priorities are independent of the packet

route, for otherwise we cannot perform the coupling argument required in the proof of

Claim 3.

Interestingly, the stability claim thus also generalizes, even when the contention

resolution protocol intentionally tries to starve a particular packet.

3.4 Extending the Sample Point Analysis

Can the proof of Theorem 1 be extended to networks which don't have Markovian

routing, i.e. to the general case where each packet is born with a path? If each packet has

a preassigned path, we obviously can't couple the two networks on the choices of where the

j

th

packet served at each server proceeds next. However, perhaps it is still possible to use

the sample point idea. For example, could we prove that for all networks N , if N

C,FCFS

is

run on the same outside arrival sequence as the corresponding networkN

C,PS

, then N

C,FCFS

has lower average delay than N

C,PS

? Or could we show that, given both networks are run

on the same outside arrival sequence, at any time t the number of packets in N

C,FCFS

is no

more than that in N

C,PS

?

The answer to both these questions is no, as evidenced by the very simple network

N in Figure 3.2. The �gure shows N

C,FCFS

and the corresponding network N

C,PS

, where

both networks are run on the same outside arrival sequence. Although for most outside

arrival sequences N

C,FCFS

will have lower average delay than N

C,PS

, on this particular

outside arrival sequence, N

C,FCFS

behaves worse than N

C,PS

, both with respect to average

delay and with respect to the number of packets present at time t.

However, this is only one bad sample point, and it seems clear that on most

sample points N

C,FCFS

will have better performance than N

C,PS

, where N is the network

in Figure 3.2. Thus, N

C,FCFS

may still have lower average delay than N

C,PS

, when the
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Figure 3.2: One particular bad sample point for a queueing network with non-Markovian

routing. In the above queueing network, N , the packets which arrive on top, move down.

The packets which arrive on the left, move right. The packets are labeled with the time

at which they arrive at each location. All the servers have service time 1. On the left

we see N

C,FCFS

and on the right N

C,PS

, where both networks are run on the same exact

arrival sequence. Although for most arrival sequences, N

C,FCFS

has lower average delay than

N

C,PS

, on this particular bad sample point, N

C,FCFS

has greater average delay than N

C,PS

.

Observe that the arrival sequence is constructed speci�cally so that in N

C,FCFS

the packet

moving down bumps into every cross packet. This sample point also shows that sometimes

the number of packets present in N

C,FCFS

is greater than the number in N

C,PS

. For example

at time 3:5, there are 3 packets present in N

C,FCFS

and only two in N

C,PS

.

outside arrival processes are Poisson. In fact, our simulations of this particular network

indicate this to be the case, although we can't prove it.
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Chapter 4

Bounding Delays in the Case of

Light Tra�c

In Chapter 3 we saw that S contains all queueing networks with Markovian routing.

The question remains whether S also contains networks which have general (non-Markovian)

routing where packets are born with paths. It is easy to prove that S contains a few,

particularly easy to analyze, non-Markovian networks (for example, a single server network

where each packet passes exactly twice through the server), but it's di�cult to prove that

S contains a general class of non-Markovian networks. As we saw in Section 3.4, we can

not apply the technique we used in Chapter 3 to proving that even simple non-Markovian

networks are in S, so we need a new technique. In this chapter

1

we give evidence that

S contains most non-Markovian queueing networks. To do this, we start by restricting

ourselves to the case of light tra�c only.

Let �

N

denote the outside arrival rate into queueing network N . Recall S is the

set of queueing networks N for which

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) (4.1)

for all (stable) values of �

N

. De�ne S

Light

to be the set of queueing networksN that satisfy

equation 4.1 in the case of light tra�c, i.e., for su�ciently small �

N

.

We give a simple su�cient criterion for whether a queueing network is in S

Light

(Section 4.1). This simple criterion enables us to prove many networks belong to S

Light

which aren't known to belong to S (Section 4.2). In fact, we are able to show that most

1

Much of this chapter appeared in our paper [30].
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of the standard packet-routing networks are in S

Light

. This includes the highly intractable

ring network, discussed in Section 2.6.

This result has three consequences:

1. Evidence that many more networks are in S. By de�nition S is contained in S

Light

.

However it also seems likely that S

Light

is contained in S. This latter statement is

based on many network simulations we have performed (see Section 6.4) which indicate

that the di�erence (AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

)) increases quickly as

the tra�c load in the network is increased. Therefore, the above result suggests that

many more (non-Markovian) networks are contained in S.

2. New method for light-tra�c analysis of networks of type N

C,FCFS

. The above result

is also signi�cant as a new simple method for light tra�c analysis of networks of type

N

C,FCFS

. All the previous work which we have encountered on light tra�c analysis for

general queueing networks requires the assumption that the service time distribution

at the servers is exponential or phase-type, which doesn't include the case of constant

service times which we're interested in analyzing. Reiman and Simon, [62], [63] bound

the delay in queueing networks with light tra�c where the servers have a phase type

service time distribution. Their technique involves computing derivatives of the delay

at the point of zero arrival rate. The light tra�c analysis technique we use is simpler,

and will hopefully lead to other simple light tra�c analysis.

3. Counterexample network. The theorems from this chapter will form the basis of our

counterexample network of Chapter 5.

4.1 Characterizing S

Light

In this section we see that, speaking loosely, to test whether a queueing network

N belongs to S

Light

it su�ces to check whether the expected delay created by exactly 2

packets in N

C,FCFS

is smaller than the expected delay created by exactly 2 packets in N

C,PS

.

Theorem 2 Given a queueing network, N , whenever �

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

,

P

1

D

FCFS

1

< AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < P

1

(D

FCFS

1

+

2

k

)

P

1

D

PS

1

< AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) < P

1

(D

PS

1

+

2

k

)
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where

m = the length of the longest route in N 's routing scheme, where

length is measured by total mean time in service. We assume m � 1.

2

D

FCFS

1

= Expected delay on arrival, p, in N

C,FCFS

due to p's expected interaction

with one arbitrary packet, q, which arrives uniformly at random within

m time units of p, assuming no packets other than p and q are in

the network at any time.

D

PS

1

= Expected delay on arrival, p, in N

C,PS

caused by exactly one other

arrival, q, occurring uniformly at random within m time units of p,

and assuming no packets other than p and q are in the network.

�

N

= the total arrival rate into N from outside.

P

1

= Prf 1 outside arrival during (�m;m),

and < i outside arrivals total during (�im; im), 8i > 1. g

k = a free parameter � 1:

Observe that k is a free parameter of �

N

, so the term

2

k

can be made as small

as desired by decreasing �

N

. We will prove Theorem 2 soon, but we will never apply it

directly. The purpose of Theorem 2 is only to derive Corollary 3 and Corollary 6. The goal

of the next three corollaries is to express a su�cient condition for a network to belong to

S

Light

. Corollary 3 below states that to show that a queueing network N is in S

Light

, it is

su�cient to show that D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

(In Chapter 5, Corollary 6, we will prove that this is

also a necessary condition).

Rewriting Theorem 2 we have:

Corollary 1 Given a queueing network, N , whenever �

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

then

P

1

(D

PS

1

�D

FCFS

1

) � P

1

2

k

< AvgDelay(N

C,PS

)� AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < P

1

(D

PS

1

�D

FCFS

1

) + P

1

2

k

;

where D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, P

1

, k, and m are as de�ned in the above theorem.

Applying the left inequality of Corollary 1 we see:

Corollary 2 Given a queueing network, N , if D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

�

2

k

then

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < AvgDelay(N

C,PS

), 8�

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

;
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where D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, k, and m are as de�ned in the above theorem.

In the above theorem and corollaries observe that k is a free parameter of �

N

.

Therefore

2

k

above can be made as small as we wish by decreasing �

N

. We can use this to

simplify corollary 2 as follows: Suppose

D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

Then, there exists some � > 0 such that

D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

� �

We can always choose k in Corollary 2 such that

2

k

= �. Thus:

Corollary 3 Given a queueing network, N , if D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

, then

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) , 8�

N

<

�

8e

2

� 2 �m

2

where D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, and m are as de�ned in the above theorem, and where � <

D

PS

1

�D

FCFS

1

.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 2.

Intuition behind proof of Theorem 2:

Theorem 2 roughly states that when the arrival rate is su�ciently low, the average

packet delay in both the FCFS and the PS networks depends only on the average delay

in the case where there are just two packets in the network. The intuition is as follows:

Consider a packet p arriving into a very lightly loaded network. Chances are, there will

be no packets in the network during p's time in the network, and so p won't be delayed at

all. With some small probability, there will be one other packet, q, in the network during

p's time, which may delay p. If we set the arrival rate low enough, we can ensure that

the probability that there are more than one packet in the network during p's time in the

network is so low that the delay contribution from that scenario can be hidden in the

2

k

term.

Proof of Theorem 2:

By PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages), the expected delay that a newly

arriving packet experiences is equal to the average packet delay for the network. Let N

be any queueing network. For the case of light tra�c (i.e., �

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

), we will compute
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upper and lower bounds on the delay an arrival experiences in N

C,FCFS

. The proof for

N

C,PS

is identical and therefore omitted.

To compute an upper bound on the average delay in N

C,FCFS

, let p represent an

arriving packet in N

C,FCFS

. We will determine an upper bound on the expected delay p

experiences. It will be convenient to denote p's arrival time by 0.

The purpose of the next few de�nitions and lemmas is to break down the expected

delay on p into a sum of the delay caused by interactions with 1 packet, the delay caused by

interactions with 2 packets, the delay caused by interactions with 3 packets, etc., as shown

in Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3. To make this rigorous, we start with a few de�nitions.

First, let x(i) be a non-negative, integer-valued random variable, where

x(i) = number of arrivals during (�im; im), excluding p.

Let I be a non-negative, integer-valued random variable, where

I = maxfi : x(i) = ig

(We will see in a moment that the arrival rate is su�ciently low so that I is well-de�ned).

De�ne

E

i

: the event that I = i.

A few quick lemmas which we'll need soon:

Lemma 2.1 If only i packets are present in N

C,FCFS

(or N

C,PS

), they may take at most

time im to clear the network.

Proof: At worst all i packets are on the same path and arrive at the same time.

Lemma 2.2 If for some i, x(i) > i, then 9j > i such that x(j) = j, ... so I � j with

probability 1. Furthermore, with probability 1, 9j s.t. x(j

0

) < j

0

, 8j

0

> j.

Proof: Observe that x(i) is a non-decreasing integer-valued function of i. Let L be the line

x(i) = i, as shown in Figure 4.1. Since E fx(i)g is less than i, if x(i) is ever above L, with

probability 1 it must eventually cross L and come below L (by the Law of Large Numbers).

Furthermore, with probability 1, there will be some point after which x(i) will never again
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x(i)

i

L

Figure 4.1: Illustration of proof of Lemma 2.2. The last point at which x(i) crosses L is

referred to as I.

cross above L.

Lemma 2.3 I = i () x(i) = i and 8j > i, x(j) < j.

In particular, I = 0 () x(i) < i for all i.

Proof: This follows from Lemma 2.2 above.

Rephrasing Lemma 2.2,

Lemma 2.4 The E

i

's are disjoint and

S

E

i

= 
 with probability 1.

We can now use Lemma 2.4 to express the expected delay on p (i.e., the expected time p

spends waiting in queues during its time in N ).

E fDelay on pg =

X

i

Pr fE

i

g �E fDelay on p j E

i

g (4.2)

To interpret the above expression, we apply Lemma 2.5 below, which allows us to rewrite

equation 4.2 as equation 4.3. At this point we will have expressed the expected delay on

p as a sum of the expected delay on p due to interactions with just one packet, just two

packets, etc.

Lemma 2.5 Let

D

i

= E fDelay on p j E

i

g
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Then

D

i

= E fDelay on p j x(i) = i and no other packets are present in N ever.g

Proof: Recall (see Lemma 2.3) that E

i

is the event that there are exactly i arrivals in

(�im; im) and, for all j > i, there are strictly fewer than j arrivals in (�jm; jm). Figure 4.2a

below is an illustration of E

i

.

We will show that the remaining work (i.e., remaining service time required by all

packets in the network) at time �im is zero given E

i

; and therefore, the only packets which

can possibly interfere with p are those packets which arrive during (�im; im).

Observe that moving arrivals forward in time in Figure 4.2 (as much as permitted

by E

i

) can only increase the amount of remaining work left at time �im. Therefore, to

maximize the remaining work at time �im, we assume each arrival occurs as early as it is

possibly allowed to, as shown in Figure 4.2b. But in this worst case, the remaining work at

time �im is 0.

Note: the proof is symmetric if we consider arrivals occurring after p. In that case

the worst case is that all i arrivals arrive at time 0. Observe that all the work brought in

by p and the i arrivals will be completed by time (i+ 1)m.

Setting

P

i

= Pr fE

i

g

in Equation 4.2 above, we now have:

E fDelay on pg

=

X

i

P

i

�D

i

=

X

i

P

i

�E fDelay on p j exactly i arrvls. in (�im; im) & no other packets in Ng (4.3)

From the proof of Lemma 2.1 we can upper bound the D

i

terms,

D

i

� im

So Equation 4.3 becomes:

E fDelay on pg =

X

i

P

i

�D

i

(4.4)

� P

0

� 0 + P

1

�D

1

+ P

2

� 2m+ P

3

� 3m+ : : : (4.5)
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−(i+6)m −(i+5)m −(i+4)m −(i+3)m −(i+2)m −(i+1)m −im 0

prstuv
x xx x xxx x x

no
arrivals
allowed
in
this
interval

For each of these intervals, allowed one arrival
per interval, or can choose to have no arrival
in that interval and instead move arrival to an 
earlier interval in time.

a)

−(i+6)m −(i+5)m −(i+4)m −(i+3)m −(i+2)m −(i+1)m −im 0

prstuv
x xx x xxx x x

no
arrivals
allowed
in
this
interval

b)

Arrivals have been pushed as far forward
in time as allowed.

i
q

1
q

2
q

i
q

1
q

2
q

Figure 4.2: (a) Example of event E

i

. Time is broken into intervals of size m. The x's

represent packet arrivals, and the packets are labeled with letters. Observe that there are i

arrivals in (�im; im). Also, there are no arrivals allowed in (�(i+ 1)m;�im), because the

number of arrivals in (�(i+ 1)m; (i+ 1)m) must be strictly less than (i+ 1)m. (b) Event

E

i

which maximizes the remaining work at time �im.
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We now want to show that when �

N

is small enough (as stated in the theorem), all the

terms in the summation starting with P

2

and on are negligible. The problem is that we

don't know how to compute the P

i

's. However we can easily compute an upper bound on

P

i

. Let

^

P

i

= Pr fx(i) = ig

then

P

i

= Pr fx(i) = i and x(j) < j for all j > ig �

^

P

i

;

So we can rewrite equation 4.5 above as

E fDelay on pg � P

1

�D

1

+

^

P

2

� 2m+

^

P

3

� 3m+ : : : (4.6)

We now show that when �

N

is small enough (as stated in the theorem), all the

^

P

i

terms

above are negligible. By de�nition of the Poisson Process,

^

P

i

=

e

��

N

�2im

(�

N

� 2im)

i

i!

For i � 2, we can express

^

P

i

in terms of

^

P

1

as follows:

^

P

i

(i � 2) =

e

��

N

�2im

(�

N

� 2im)

i

i!

=

i

i

i!

� e

��

N

�2im

(�

N

� 2m)

i

< e

i

� e

��

N

�2m

(�

N

� 2m)

i

=

^

P

1

� (�

N

� 2m)

i�1

� e

i

Substituting �

N

=

1

8e

2

km

2

, we have:

^

P

i

(i � 2) <

^

P

1

� (�

N

� 2m)

i�1

� e

i

=

^

P

1

�

�

1

4e

2

km

�

i�1

� e

i

<

^

P

1

�

1

k4

i�1

m

(4.7)

Now, substituting

^

P

i

, i � 2 into the formula for the expected delay on p, we have:

E fdelay on pg � P

1

D

1

+

^

P

2

(2m) +

^

P

3

(3m) + : : :

< P

1

D

1

+

^

P

1

2k

+

^

P

1

2

2

k

+

^

P

1

2

3

k

+ : : :

= P

1

D

1

+

^

P

1

�

1

k

(4.8)
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We now apply one last lemma to convert from

^

P

1

back to P

1

.

Lemma 2.6

1

2

�

^

P

1

� P

1

�

^

P

1

Proof: The right inequality is true by equation 4.1 above. To see the left inequality, let

A

i

: the event that x(i) = i.

A

0

i

: the event that x(i) � i.

and observe from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that

Pr

n

S

i�k

A

0

i

o

= Pr

n

S

i�k

A

i

o

; 8k

P

1

= Pr f x(1) = 1 and x(i) < i for all i � 2g

=

^

P

1

�Pr

n

S

i�2

A

0

i

o

=

^

P

1

�Pr

n

S

i�2

A

i

o

�

^

P

1

�

X

i�2

Pr fA

i

g

=

^

P

1

�

X

i�2

^

P

i

>

^

P

1

�

1

2

�

^

P

1

(by equation 4.7 )

=

1

2

�

^

P

1

Finally from Equation 4.8 and Lemma 2.6 we obtain the statement of the theorem:

E fdelay on pg � P

1

(D

1

+

2

k

)

To derive a simple lower bound for the expected delay in N

C,FCFS

, we go back to

equation 4.4.
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E fDelay on pg =

X

i

P

i

�D

i

� P

1

�D

1

2

Remarks on the proof:

It should now be clear why the arrival rate, �

N

, had to be set so low. If we

had obtained a better estimate on D

2

, D

3

, etc., we would not have required exponentially

decreasing

^

P

i

's, and we could have tolerated a higher �

N

.

4.2 Networks in S

Light

As we saw in Corollary 3, to show that N is in S

Light

, it su�ces to check whether

that the expected delay created by exactly two packets (distributed randomly) in N

C,FCFS

is smaller than the expected delay created by exactly two packets (distributed randomly)

in N

C,PS

(i.e., we can assume that there are no packets other than those two are in the

network). In this section we show that many queueing networks satisfy this easy test, and in

particular that most of the standard packet-routing networks satisfy this test. Throughout

this section we will consider queueing networks with non-Markovian routing (i.e., the general

case where packets are born with routes).

Consider the class of queueing networks with the following property P1: any two

packet routes which intersect and then split up can never subsequently rejoin. Figure 4.3

illustrates property P1. To prove that all network with property P1 are in S

Light

, consider

two packets in N

C,FCFS

, and view the same two packets in N

C,PS

, and assume there are

no other packets in the network. The two packets don't a�ect each other at all until they

collide. the �rst time the two packets collide will occur at exactly the same time and will

be at exactly the same location in N

C,FCFS

and N

C,PS

. The delay incurred on the packets

during the period of intersection will be smaller in N

C,FCFS

than in N

C,PS

(see Section 2.9).

After the routes split up, the two packets will never again see each other in either network.

Since the delay in every particular case of two packets is smaller in N

C,FCFS

than N

C,PS

,

certainly the average delay for the case of two packets is smaller in N

C,FCFS

than N

C,PS

.

Most common packet-routing networks have property P1. For example, the ring

network where packets are routed clockwise around the ring from their source directly to
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1

Figure 4.3: Illustration of queueing network property P1. Any two packet routes in the

queueing network which intersect and then split up, can never subsequently rejoin. The

number indicates the service time associated with the server, which may be arbitrary.

their destination satis�es property P1. The hypercube network with the standard canon-

ical routing (packets are routed from their source to their destination by considering each

dimension in order and either crossing it, or not) satis�es property P1. The mesh network

with the standard greedy routing (packets are �rst routed to the correct column and then

to the correct row) satis�es P1. So does the buttery network with any routing scheme,

and variants thereof like the omega network, the ip network, etc. The banyan network

by its de�nition has property P1 as well. Observe the above results do not follow from

Chapter 3, because the above packet-routing networks are not necessarily Markovian.

3

Next consider the class of queueing networks with the property P2: packet routes

may intersect repeatedly, but the service time between the intersection points of any two

routes must be equal. Figure 4.4 illustrates property P2. All networks with property P2 are

in S

Light

. The argument is similar to that above, but awkward to describe. Again consider

two packets in N

C,FCFS

, and view the same two packets in N

C,PS

, and assume there are

no other packets in the network. If the two packets collide, the collision will occur at the

same server s in N

C,FCFS

and N

C,PS

. Furthermore, the separation between the two packets

3

We have not made any requirements about random destinations, and even if we had, that isn't necessarily

enough to ensure that the network is Markovian, for example in the case of the ring network.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of queueing network property P2: packet routes may intersect re-

peatedly, but the service time between the intersection points of any two routes must be

equal. In the picture, one route follows the left branches, the other route follows the right

branches. The number indicates the service time associated with the server.

arriving at s, di�, will be the same in both networks. The delay incurred on the packets

during the meeting at s will be smaller in N

C,FCFS

than in N

C,PS

. When the packets leave

s, they will be separated by di� in N

C,PS

, but by c

s

in N

C,FCFS

, where c

s

is the service

time at server s. At all subsequent path intersection points, the separation between the two

packets in N

C,FCFS

will be at least as great as that in N

C,PS

, thus the delay will be smaller

in N

C,FCFS

than in N

C,PS

. Since the delay in every particular case of two packets is smaller

in N

C,FCFS

than N

C,PS

, certainly the average delay for the case of two packets is smaller in

N

C,FCFS

than N

C,PS

.

The only case left is that where two packet routes may intersect repeatedly but the

service time between the intersection points is not equal. This case is di�cult to analyze

because it's di�cult to couple the N

C,FCFS

and N

C,PS

networks with respect to the two

packets, as we have above. The problem is that two packets may arrive at a server at

exactly the same time in N

C,FCFS

. This creates non-determinism, since either packet is

equally likely to go �rst, which makes a di�erence when the two path lengths are not equal.

We illustrate an example of this behavior by considering a special case of networks where all

servers have the same service time, 1. Consider two packets in N

C,FCFS

, and view the same
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two packets in N

C,PS

, and assume there are no other packets in the network. If the two

packets collide, it will occur at the same location in both networks. That is, both packets

arrive at some server, s, within di� seconds of each other, where di� < 1, and the packets

delay each other at s in both networks. Now suppose the paths split, and rejoin, several

times. If the two packets collide for the second time in N

C,FCFS

, they will necessarily do

so in N

C,PS

as well, however it is no longer true that the delay at this collision will be

greater in N

C,PS

than in N

C,FCFS

. The problem is that when the two packets collide for the

second time in N

C,FCFS

, at server s

0

, they necessarily arrive at s

0

at the exact same time

(in N

C,PS

, they arrive separated by (1� di�)). Now at this point, either packet may serve

�rst in N

C,FCFS

, but it is predetermined which packet serves �rst in N

C,PS

. Thus, if the

packets meet for a third time in N

C,FCFS

, they will not necessarily meet at that point in

N

C,PS

. Thus we can't easily couple the networks to say that for whichever points delay is

experienced in N

C,FCFS

, more delay is experienced in N

C,PS

at those points.

However, that does not mean that some other argument can't be used to show

that the expected delay for the case of exactly two packets in N

C,PS

is greater than that in

N

C,FCFS

. In fact, we believe it to be the true, in the case where all servers have the same

service time, 1. We provide some intuition only, since we have no proof:

The point is that in N

C,FCFS

, in the case where all servers have the same service

time 1, it is di�cult to force two packets to meet repeatedly, therefore it is unlikely that

the 2-packet delay in N

C,FCFS

signi�cantly exceeds that in N

C,PS

. To see this, observe that

once two packets collide in N

C,FCFS

, from then on they are synchronized to be exactly 1

second apart. Now, since all servers have service time 1, the next time the two packets

collide will be such that they both arrive at some server at exactly the same time. But,

then either packet may go �rst, so in order to assure that the two packets necessarily collide

again, the network must be designed to assure that regardless of whether the packet on the

left route was served �rst, or the one on the right route was served �rst, the packets will

necessarily reunite at some point again. It turns out (we don't include the details) that it is

in fact possible to create a network N that forces the two packets to meet O(

p

n) times in

N

C,FCFS

, where n is the number of servers in N . However, in the corresponding network,

N

C,PS

, it turns out the number of collisions is similar. Furthermore, the probability that the

two packets meet in the �rst place in N

C,FCFS

or N

C,PS

is extremely small, so the expected

delay in both N

C,FCFS

and N

C,PS

turns out to be o(1) in this case.

We will return to this problem again in the conjectures of Section 6.1.
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Chapter 5

Counterexample: an unboundable

network

Our goal in this chapter is to construct a queueing network

1

which does not belong

to S.

2

That is we demonstrate an N for which

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) > AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) = AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

):

As explained in Section 2.6, this result disproves the widely held belief that queue-

ing networks with exponential-time servers always have greater average delay than the

corresponding networks with constant-time servers. Therefore we refer to N above as the

\counterexample network." The construction of this counterexample network is important

in de�ning S, particularly because it gives us intuition for suggesting which further classes

of networks do belong to S (see Chapter 6).

Our approach to �nding a network not in S is to search for a network not in S

Light

.

Once we �nd a network not in S

Light

, that network also won't be in S because, by de�nition

(see Chapter 4), S is contained in S

Light

.

Recall in Chapter 4 we proved a simple su�cient condition for a network N to

be in S

Light

. In this chapter, we will prove a necessary property of all networks in S

Light

(see Section 5.1). We will then construct a network N which doesn't have this necessary

property, and therefore is not in S

Light

(see Sections 5.2 and 5.3). Since this property is

easy to verify, the proof that our N is not in S

Light

will be short (see Section 5.4).

1

Just a reminder, throughout this thesis when we refer to a queueing network we assume the arrival

process from outside the network is Poisson, unless otherwise speci�ed.

2

Much of the work in this chapter appeared in our paper, [32].
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5.1 A necessary condition for networks in S

Light

We present a sequence of corollaries to Theorem 2 from Chapter 4 which result in

a necessary property of all networks in S

Light

.

Corollary 4 Given a queueing network, N ,

if AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) for some �

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

;

then D

FCFS

1

< D

PS

1

+

2

k

where D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, k, and m are as de�ned in Theorem 2.

Proof: Set the lower bound on AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) to be less than the upper bound on

AvgDelay(N

C,PS

), in Theorem 2.

We now present corollaries paralleling Corollaries 2 and 3.

Corollary 5 Given a queueing network, N ,

if D

FCFS

1

> D

PS

1

+

2

k

;

then AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) > AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) 8�

N

<

1

8e

2

km

2

;

where D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, k, and m are as de�ned in Theorem 2.

Corollary 6 Given a queueing network, N ,

if D

FCFS

1

> D

PS

1

;

then AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) > AvgDelay(N

C,PS

) 8�

N

<

�

8e

2

� 2 �m

2

;

where � < D

FCFS

1

�D

PS

1

, and D

FCFS

1

, D

PS

1

, �

N

, k, and m are as de�ned in Theorem 2.

From Corollary 6 above, it's clear our goal is to construct a network N for which:

D

FCFS

1

> D

PS

1

:

We'll construct a network for which:

D

FCFS

1

>> D

PS

1

:
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5.2 Intuition for constructing a network not in S

Light

We want to construct a network N for which the expected delay created by two

packets in N

C,FCFS

is high, given that there are no other packets in the network. To do

this, we need a network with two properties:

1. We need to guarantee that with signi�cant probability the two packets, p and q,

will meet at least once, because if they never meet, there will be no delay. The

\probability" here is over the location of packet q in the network when packet p enters

the network.

2. Once the two packets do meet for the �rst time, we need some way of forcing them

to continue to meet over and over again in N

C,FCFS

, so that they delay each other

repeatedly.

The second property above will depend critically on having servers with di�erent

service times.

5.3 Network Description and Properties

Let N be the queueing network shown in Figure 5.1. The servers in N either have

service time 1 or �, as shown. There are n servers with service time 1 and

n

2

with service

time �. The only outside arrivals are into the top server. Half the arriving packets are of

type solid and half are of type dashed (by \type" we mean class). Packets of type solid

are routed straight down, only passing through the time 1 servers. Packets of type dashed

are routed through the dashed edges, i.e. through all the �-servers and through every other

1-server. Packets arrive from outside N according to a Poisson Process with rate �

N

, where

in accordance with Corollary 6, we set �

N

=

1

8e

2

�2�n

2

.

Observe that N has both of the properties described in Section 5.2: Because the

dashed-type packets travel twice as fast as the solid-type packets, two packets of opposite

type have a signi�cant probability of catching up to each other. Also, (see Figure 5.2)

once the packets do meet for the �rst time in N

C,FCFS

, the �-servers force the packets to

repeatedly crash thereafter. The key is that although packets p and q in Figure 5.2 both

arrive at the same server almost simultaneously (time 4, then time 6, then time 8, etc.), in
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Figure 5.1: Counterexample network Nwith n servers of mean service time 1 and n=2 with

mean service time �. Packets arrive at the top; half follow the dashed route, while half

follow the solid route.
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Figure 5.2: Example illustrating how a packet, p, of type dashed and a packet, q, of type

solid clash repeatedly in N

C,FCFS

, but only twice in N

C,PS

. The notation \p @ 1.4" indicates

that packet p reaches that location at time 1:4.
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every case the �-servers force q to arrive just before p, thus continuing the crash pattern.

3

5.4 Delay analysis of counterexample network

The analysis is very simple. Let p denote a packet arriving into N at time 0. All

we have to do is compute D

PS

1

and D

FCFS

1

and show that

D

FCFS

1

> D

PS

1

:

We explain in words �rst: Consider �rst N

C,FCFS

. D

FCFS

1

is the expected delay

on p caused by one other packet, q, arriving during (�n; n), where there are no packets

other than p and q in the network at any time. Now suppose q is of type solid and p is

of type dashed and p arrives within n=2 seconds after q (the probability of this event is

a constant:

1

2

�

1

2

�

1

4

). Then, as shown in Figure 5.2, p will eventually catch up to q, and

from this point on, q will delay p by one second at every other server throughout the rest of

N

C,FCFS

. That is, p will be delayed by �(n) seconds. Now observe that the same scenario

would only cause a delay of at most 2 seconds in N

C,PS

, because when p catches up to q, it

will only interfere with q for two servers and then p will pass q forever.

A worse situation for N

C,PS

is the case where q is the same type as p. If q and

p meet, p will be delayed by �(n). Observe, however, that this scenario can only happen

if the two packets both arrived at N

C,PS

within a second of each other, which occurs with

probability �

�

1

n

�

because q's arrival is uniformly distributed within the n seconds of p's

arrival. Thus the contribution of this case to the average delay ends up being negligible.

More formally,

D

FCFS

1

= E f Delay on p caused by 1 other packet, q, arriving in (�n; n) g

= Pr

n

q is same type as p

o

�E

n

Delay

�

�

�

q is same type as p

o

+Pr

n

q is opposite type from p

o

�E

n

Delay

�

�

�
q is opp. type from p

o

=

1

2

��

�

1

n

� 1

�

+

1

2

�� (1 � n)

= � (n)

3

Observe that because of the �-servers, the nondeterminism that we saw in Section 4.2, caused by two

packets arriving at a server at exactly the same time, is never invoked.
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The second to last line is due to the following argument: If p and q are the same type,

then they will meet with probability �(

1

n

) and then the delay will only be �(1), since they

will pass each other immediately. If p and q are of the opposite type, they will meet with

constant probability, and then (assuming q is solid) q delays p all the way down the network.

D

PS

1

= E f Delay on p caused by 1 other packet, q, arriving in (�n; n) g

= Pr

n

q is same type as p

o

�E

n

Delay

�

�

�

q is same type as p

o

+Pr

n

q is opposite type from p

o

�E

n

Delay

�

�

�
q is opp. type from p

o

=

1

2

��

�

1

n

� n

�

+

1

2

�� (1 � 1)

= � (1)

The second to last line is due to the following argument: If p and q are the same type,

then they will meet with probability �(

1

n

) and then they will delay each other all the way

down the network, �(n). If p and q are of the opposite type, they will meet with constant

probability, and then they will pass each other immediately, causing only a constant delay.
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Chapter 6

Conjectures, Simulations, and

Analysis Techniques

This chapter is a collection of ongoing work motivated by the previous chapters.

Our original goal was to show that many queueing networks are in S. Having

observed that at least one queueing network is not in S, it's clear we must narrow our

goal to proving that some speci�c class of networks is in S. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 o�er

conjectures for which classes of networks are likely to be in S, based on examination of the

counterexample network from Chapter 5.

Throughout Part I we have used several techniques for proving networks belong

to S (or S

Light

). In Section 6.3 we suggest some additional approaches for proving that

networks belong to S.

Our purpose in proving that a networkN belongs to S is to obtain an upper bound

on the average delay in N

C,FCFS

. In Section 6.4 we address via simulations the question of

how good a bound AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) is on AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

). We show that

although AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) can be much larger than AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

), there

are some predictable characteristics of a network which allow us to gauge, for that particular

networkN , how far o� AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) will be from AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

). Thus

by knowing AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) and taking the distance factor into account, we can

obtain a better estimate for AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

). The work in this section is still in

progress.
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6.1 Networks where all service times are equal

Conjecture 1 Given any queueing network

1

N (with any routing scheme) for which all

servers have the same mean service time, 1, then N is in S.

Conjecture 1 is motivated by the counterexample network N (Figure 5.1), which

is highly dependent on the fact the N 's servers have di�erent service times. The delay is

high in N

C,FCFS

(Figure 5.1) because the �-servers ensure that the packets reunite over and

over again. Suppose all the servers in N

C

had the same service time, 1, (e.g., imagine the

network in Figure 5.1 with all the �-servers removed). Once two packets meet, their timings

become synchronized. From then on, if they ever meet again at some other server s, they

will have arrived at s at the exact same time. Thus with probability

1

2

, either packet will go

�rst, so it's hard to guarantee that the two packets will repeatedly meet. The �-servers are

necessary to force the packet of type solid to always serve before the packet of type dashed.

Thus it seems likely that every network where all servers have the same mean speed is in S.

Observe that it is not possible to simulate the e�ect of two di�erent server speeds by simply

creating di�erent length chains of servers with speed 1, because of the pipelining e�ect.

Conjecture 1 is interesting because it includes all of the packet-routing networks

analyzed by the theoretical computer science community (see Section 2.6).

It might be easier to �rst prove Conjecture 1 in the case of light tra�c only. To

do this we would only have to prove the conjecture in the case where there are exactly two

packets (distributed randomly) in the network (see Section 4.2).

6.2 Heavy tra�c networks

The counterexample network of Chapter 5 required the outside arrival rate to be

very low. This was necessary to ensure that with high probability there would never be

more than two packets in the network at a time. Had the outside arrival rate been higher,

there would have been a non-negligible probability of having several packets in the network

at once. In particular, this would imply a non-negligible probability of their being several

packets on the same route (of the same type) in N

C,PS

, and with some probability two

of these several packets would have started within one second of each other. Given two

same-type packets in N

C,PS

, they would create a delay of �(n), where n is the number of

1

Recall part of the de�nition of a queueing network is that the outside arrival process is a Poisson Process.
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servers. Furthermore, once two packets formed a clump (see Section 2.9), that clump would

move at half the speed of normal packets, so with high probability the other packets of the

same type would soon join the clump, creating a bigger, slower clump.

The above scenario leads us to conjecture that any network N with a reason-

ably high arrival rate (say more than half the maximum load) has the property that

AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

) < AverageDelay(N

C,PS

). The exact conjecture must be formu-

lated more carefully, though, because it could be the case that the maximum load in a

network is arti�cially low because of one particular tiny bottleneck.

6.3 Alternative Approaches

In this thesis, we have used several di�erent approaches in proving that networks

belong to S. There are a few additional approaches which we came up with, but which we

weren't able to e�ectively use. We list them here, in case others are able to make use of

them.

6.3.1 Proportions Network

In this section we describe an idea for getting more leverage out of the knowledge

that all networks with Markovian routing are in S, towards proving that many networks

with non-Markovian routing are also in S.

Let N be a queueing network (as de�ned in Section 2.2, i.e. the packets are born

with �xed paths which they follow). Let p

i;j

be the proportion of packets which when

�nished serving at server i next move to server j. This quantity is easy to compute given

the rate at which each route occurs in the routing scheme. Now consider a queueing network

N

0

with Markovian routing, with probability p

i;j

on the edge between servers i and j. We

refer to N

0

as the proportions network corresponding to N .

Claim 4

AvgDelay(N

0

C;FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

0

E;FCFS

) = AvgDelay(N

E,FCFS

):

Proof: The inequality in Claim 4 follows from Theorem 1. The equality in Claim 4 may be

seen as follows (the following proof assumes familiarity with the notation in Appendix A):
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Recall from Appendix A that for a queueing network N ,

^

�

(l)

i

(N ) = r

(l)

i

+

X

j

p

(l)

ji

^

�

(l)

j

^

�

i

(N ) =

X

l

^

�

(l)

i

=

X

l

r

(l)

i

+

X

l

X

j

p

(l)

ji

^

�

(l)

j

The corresponding proportions network N

0

is a single class network, so by Appendix A we

have for N

0

,

^

�

i

(N

0

) = r

i

+

X

j

p

ji

^

�

j

and substituting p

ji

as de�ned for the proportions network N

0

,

p

ji

=

rate of packets from j to i in N

rate of packets leaving j in N

=

X

l

^

�

(l)

j

� p

(l)

ji

^

�

j

we have

^

�

i

(N

0

) = r

i

+

X

j

X

l

^

�

(l)

j

p

(l)

ji

=

^

�

i

(N )

From Claim 4 above, we see that to prove that the average delay in N

C,FCFS

is

less than that in N

E,FCFS

, it is su�cient to prove that

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � AvgDelay(N

0

C;FCFS

) : (6.1)

Determining for which networks inequality 6.1 above is true is an open ques-

tion. Observe that inequality 6.1 is an equality for any rooted tree network, as shown in

Figure 2.5. We have simulated a dozen or so di�erent networks and for every network

AvgDelay(N

C,FCFS

) and AvgDelay(N

0

C;FCFS

) were close (but not always equal) in value,

however a proof for why this is true eludes us. An example of a network and its correspond-

ing proportions network is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.3.2 Convexity Analysis

Convexity analysis seems like a natural approach when trying to prove that net-

works with constant-time servers incur less delay than the corresponding networks with
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Figure 6.1: On the left is the ring network N with clockwise routing. The routing scheme

speci�es that the outside arrival rate at each server is the same and the destinations are

random (meaning the packet is equally likely to depart after serving at 1, 2, 3, or 4 servers).

On the right is the corresponding proportions network N

0

. Observe that in N

0

a packet may

traverse the ring more than once, although this never happens in N .

exponential-time servers. The idea is to express the delay incurred up to time t as a convex

function of the service times which occurred up to time t. By the properties of a con-

vex function, it would then follow that the more variable the service times (exponential

rather than constant), the greater the expected delay. Thus far we have only been able

to make this approach work for networks with the property that, for every possible arrival

sequence, AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

) is smaller than AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

). These are all

trivial networks, such as those shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.

6.4 How tight an upper bound do we obtain for networks

in S?

Our goal in this section is to study, for those networks N which we know to be in

S, how tight an upper bound AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) provides on AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

).

Obviously the tightness is a�ected by the characteristics of the particular network N . Our

goal is to �gure out which characteristics matter, so that we can examine a particular net-

workN and determine how far o� AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

) will be fromAverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

).

Ideally, in future research, we would like to be able to approximately deduce AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

)

by assessing the characteristics of N , evaluating some function F of these characteristics,

and then multiplying AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

) by F(characteristics of N ). That is,

AverageDelay(N

C,FCFS

) � F(characteristics of N ) � AverageDelay(N

E,FCFS

)

The results in this section are highly preliminary because very few characteristics
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are studied and very few networks are examined. We will use the notation D

N

E

to denote

the average delay in network N , given exponential servers. Likewise D

N

C

refers to the

constant-server case. We will simply use D

E

and D

C

when referring to general networks.

For simplicity, we assume all servers have mean service-time 1, for all networks we consider.

We will use p to denote the load of the network, where load will be expressed as a fraction

of the maximum possible (stationary) load for the network.

To get a sense of which network characteristics a�ect the di�erence between D

N

C

and D

N

E

, we consider a few networks which we can easily analyze for the constant-server

case. First consider the single-server network:

D

single-server

E

=

p

1� p

D

single-server

C

=

1

2

�

p

1� p

The di�erence D

E

�D

C

clearly grows with p, but the ratio:

D

E

D

C

= 2 is constant with respect

to p.

Now let's look at a chain network, as shown in Figure 2.4, consisting of n servers

in succession. Packets arrive from outside at the �rst server, an traverse all n servers in

order.

D

chain

E

= n �

p

1� p

D

chain

C

=

1

2

�

p

1� p

Observe that D

chain

C

is the same as D

single-server

C

, since an incoming packet is only delayed

at the �rst server of the chain (thereafter, packets move in lockstep). D

chain

E

is n times

greater than D

single-server

E

. The di�erence, D

chain

E

�D

chain

C

, grows with both p and n. The

ratio

D

chain

E

D

chain

C

= 2n is constant with respect to p, however it increases as a function of n. For

purposes of comparison with later networks, we computed the average delay for the chain

network for various values of p and n. These are shown in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

The chain network brings up several questions for general networks:

1. Is it the number of servers that a�ects D

E

�D

C

in the exponential-server network, or

is it really the route lengths?

2. For a �xed load p, we sawD

chain

C

= D

single-server

C

. How does D

N

C

relate toD

single-server

C

(both at the same fractional load p) for other networks N ?
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3. We saw that the ratio

D

chain

E

D

chain

C

was constant with respect to p and always equal to twice

the route length. Is there a similar formula for

D

N

E

D

N

C

for more general networks N ?

To answer these questions we measured delays in two more networks. We pur-

posely chose networks which were \symmetric" or almost symmetric (symmetric except for

endpoint servers) in the sense that all servers of the network appeared identical. Symmetric

networks have the property that when the network is loaded to p fraction of maximum load,

each server is also loaded to p fraction of maximum load, which facilitates comparing these

networks with a single server loaded to p fraction of maximum capacity. First we studied

a network we call the \Short-Paths network." It consists of a chain of n servers, numbered

1 through n, however, in this case we made all route lengths be short. The possible paths

were 1 �! 2 �! (meaning the packet would serve at server 1, then serve at server 2, then

leave), 2 �! 3 �!, 3 �! 4 �!, 4 �! 5 �!, etc.. We simulated this network for n = 16,

as shown in Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6.

In answer to our �rst question above, the di�erence between D

C

and D

E

does not

seem to be a�ected by the number of servers in the network, but rather by the route lengths.

Speci�cally, the fact that the route lengths were relatively short implied that D

short-paths

E

was a good bound on D

short-paths

C

. In answer to our second question, D

short-paths

C

for any

�xed p was always greater than D

single-server

C

for the corresponding p, in fact as much as

1:5 times as large. To see why this might be the case, observe that a newly arriving packet

q into server, say 2, of the Short-Paths network is delayed not only by the load it �nds

at server 2, but also by half

2

of the arriving load into server 3. With respect to the third

question, the ratio,

D

short-paths

E

D

short-paths

C

, seemed somewhat constant with respect to p, although it

dropped o� for higher loads (see Table 6.6). The ratio

D

short-paths

E

D

short-paths

C

is less than twice the

average route length (recall it was exactly twice for the chain network), in fact it is closer

to 1:25 times the average path length.

The next network we measured was the clockwise ring network, with n servers.

Packets are born (according to a Poisson Process) at every server of the ring. At birth,

they are assigned a destination server at random, and they move clockwise along the ring

2

Packet q experiences a total load of p at server 2, where half the arrivals at server 2 come from outside

server 2 and the other half come from server 1. Once q leaves server 2, the packets that delayed it at server

2 will not delay it again because those packets now move in lockstep, however, q does have to contend with

the outside arrivals into server 3 { half of server 3's load.
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to that server. We simulated the ring network for various values of n and for various values

of p, as shown in Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9. Observe that for the ring network the mean

route length is

n+1

2

. In answer to the second question, D

ring

C

for any �xed p was always

greater than D

single-server

C

for the corresponding p. Furthermore, the di�erence between

D

ring

C

and D

single-server

C

increases as n increases. Partly, D

ring

C

can be explained using the

same type of explanation as for D

short-paths

C

above, namely by summing up the extra load

that an arriving packet into the ring sees once it's past the �rst server. However, even once

this is added in, we see this still see that our estimate falls short of the measured D

ring

C

,

especially as n becomes large. Thus there is an additional level of complexity we are still

missing. With respect to the third question, the ratio,

D

ring

E

D

ring

C

, seemed somewhat constant

with respect to p, although it dropped o� a little for higher loads in the case where n was

large (see Table 6.9). The ratio

D

ring

E

D

ring

C

is less than twice the average route length, in fact, it

appears that as n gets larger, this ratio drops below 1 times the average path length.

In conclusion, a few very preliminary observations for general queueing networks

are as follows:

1. The absolute di�erence, D

E

� D

C

, increases as the load increases and as the route

lengths increase. This observation was con�rmed for dozens of other networks which

we simulated, but do not include here.

2. D

C

appears greater than the delay experienced at a single-server network with con-

stant service-time, loaded to the same fraction of maximum load.

3. The ratio,

D

E

D

C

, stays constant with respect to the load, or drops o� slightly as load

increases.

4. The ratio,

D

E

D

C

, increases as a function of the average route length (for �xed load).

We end by posing the following intriguing question, suggested by our simulations:

Is it the case that the ratio

D

E

D

C

is greater for the chain network than for any

other network with the same average path length?
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nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 .167 0.50 1.50 2.00 2.83 4.50 9.50

4 .167 0.50 1.50 2.00 2.83 4.50 9.50

8 .167 0.50 1.50 2.00 2.83 4.50 9.50

16 .167 0.50 1.50 2.00 2.83 4.50 9.50

Table 6.1: Chain Network, Average delay for constant servers. (Computed). n is the number

of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 .67 2.0 6.0 8.0 11.33 18.0 38.0

4 1.33 4.0 12.0 16.0 22.66 36.0 76.0

8 2.66 8.0 24.0 32.0 45.33 72.0 152.0

16 5.32 16.0 48.0 64.0 90.66 144.0 304.0

Table 6.2: Chain Network, Average delay for exponential servers. (Computed). n is the

number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

8 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

16 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

Table 6.3: Chain Network, Ratio: Averagedelay(N

E,FCFS

)/Averagedelay(N

C,FCFS

). (Com-

puted). n is the number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.95

16 .24 0.76 2.36 15.0

Table 6.4: Short Paths Network, Average delay for constant servers. (Measured). n is the

number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.95

16 .64 1.91 5.68 35.5

Table 6.5: Short Paths Network, Average delay for exponential servers. (Computed). n is

the number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.
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nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.95

16 2.67 2.51 2.41 2.37

Table 6.6: Short Paths Network, Ratio: Averagedelay(N

E,FCFS

)/Averagedelay(N

C,FCFS

). n

is the number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 0.23 0.68 2.01 2.67 3.77 5.96 12.45

4 0.28 0.88 2.73 3.65 5.19 8.26 17.30

8 0.32 1.06 3.45 4.70 6.75 10.92 23.50

16 0.35 1.18 4.07 5.57 8.21 13.60 30.20

Table 6.7: Ring Network, Average delay for constant servers. (Measured). n is the number

of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 0.50 1.50 4.50 6.00 8.50 13.50 28.50

4 0.83 2.50 7.50 10.00 14.17 22.50 48.10

8 1.50 4.50 13.50 18.00 25.50 40.50 85.50

16 2.83 8.50 25.50 34.00 48.17 76.50 161.50

Table 6.8: Ring Network, Average delay for exponential servers. (Computed). n is the

number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.

nnp .25 0.5 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95

2 2.1739 2.2059 2.2388 2.2472 2.2546 2.2651 2.2892

4 2.9643 2.8409 2.7473 2.7397 2.7303 2.7240 2.7803

8 4.6875 4.2453 3.9130 3.8298 3.7778 3.7088 3.6383

16 8.0857 7.2034 6.2654 6.1041 5.8672 5.6250 5.3477

Table 6.9: Ring Network, Ratio: Averagedelay(N

E,FCFS

)/Averagedelay(N

C,FCFS

). n is the

number of servers. p is the fraction of maximum load.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

Our goal in Part I was to bound the average delay in general packet-routing net-

works. Traditional queueing-theoretic analysis requires several exponentiality assumptions.

We showed how to \remove" (validate) one of these exponentiality assumptions: exponential

service times, for a class of networks S. This work is a major validation of queueing-theoretic

analysis; it shows that we are justi�ed in making the unrealistic queueing-theoretic assump-

tion that the time required at a bottleneck is exponentially distributed because we can prove

that under this assumption the computed delay will always be somewhat greater than the

actual delay. In response to articles like, \Is Queueing Theory Dead?", [40], our answer is

a resounding \No!"

Our work suggests a multitude of open problems. First, there's the question of ex-

tending S. Figure 7.1 shows that we know S contains all queueing networks with Markovian

routing. We also know there's at least one network not in S. And, we know S

Light

contains

almost all queueing networks. One obvious open question is whether S equals S

Light

, as

we have conjectured. Another open question is the conjecture raised in Section 6.2 which

states that under su�ciently heavy tra�c all networks are in S. Another open question is

the conjecture from Section 6.1 that all queueing networks where all servers have the same

service time are in S.

Other future work involves extending our model of a packet-routing network. For

example, for most of our work we assumed that the service order of packets at bottlenecks

was FCFS. It would be interesting to allow for any non-preemptive service order as we have

in some of our proofs. Another extension of our model would be to allow for variable-size
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All Queueing Networks

=?SMarkovian
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S
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Figure 7.1: Queueing networks in S.

packets. This brings up the interesting question of what are typical packet sizes. One recent

paper, [19], provides evidence that packet sizes have a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution.

Next, there's the question of removing the other unrealistic exponentiality assump-

tion traditionally made in queueing-theoretic analysis, namely the Poisson arrival process.

An excellent study of Ethernet LAN tra�c from Bellcore, [48], found the outside arrival

tra�c was far from Poisson, and exhibited self-similar fractal behavior. This was recently

con�rmed on Web tra�c as well [19]. To obtain analytical bounds on network delays it

is important to be able to model these bursty tra�c arrivals via a process which is both

accurate and analytically tractable.

Another unrealistic assumption which queueing theory often relies on is unbounded

bu�er sizes. Assuming bounded bu�er sizes greatly complicates the analysis. However, it

might be easier to instead try to relate delays in the case of bounded bu�ers (which we'd

like to analyze) to the delays in the case of unbounded bu�ers (which we know how to

analyze).

One last important open question is bounding other moments of the delay, such

as the variance in the delay, rather than just mean delay.
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Part II

Load Balancing of Processes in

NOWs without Exponentiality

Assumptions
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Chapter 8

Introduction

In Part I of this thesis we investigated an area of network analysis, packet-routing

network delay analysis, in which a particular unrealistic exponentiality assumption is of-

ten made, so as to make the analysis tractable. This exponentiality assumption involves

assuming that the time required by a packet to pass through any network bottleneck (or

\server") is exponentially distributed. We saw that although this assumption is unrealis-

tic, it is \benign", in the sense that for a large class of networks we could prove that this

assumption always a�ected the outcome of the analysis in a predictable way (speci�cally,

it provided an upper bound on the actual average packet delay). Thus we saw that in the

case of packet-routing analysis the unrealistic exponentiality assumption was actually an

e�ective analytical tool.

In Part II of the thesis

1

, we investigate a second area of network analysis, CPU

load balancing on a network of workstations, for which we reach the opposite conclusion.

CPU load balancing involves migrating processes across the network from hosts with high

loads to hosts with low loads, so as to reduce the average completion time of processes. Here

too unrealistic exponentiality assumptions are frequently made for analytical tractability,

or simply for lack of better information. The most common exponentiality assumptions

made are assuming that the CPU requirements of processes (process lifetimes) are exponen-

tially distributed and assuming that packet interarrival times are exponentially distributed.

Unfortunately, in the context of CPU load balancing, these exponentiality assumptions,

particularly the lifetime one, are very dangerous. We show that assuming exponentially

distributed process lifetimes, is not only inaccurate, but can lead to wrong conclusion with

1

A large portion of Part II appeared in an earlier form in our paper, [31].
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respect to developing load balancing algorithms and evaluating their e�ectiveness. We fur-

thermore demonstrate that assuming any lifetime distribution other than the correct one

can a�ect the analysis in unpredictable ways, making the result of the analysis or simulation

untrustworthy.

Our investigation of the e�ect of exponentiality assumptions in load balancing is

motivated by a fundamental question which has remained unresolved in the literature:

Most systems and studies only migrate newborn processes (a.k.a. remote execu-

tion or non-preemptive migration). Does it pay to also migrate active processes

(preemptive migration), given the additional CPU cost of migrating their accu-

mulated memory?

A related question is

If we are going to migrate active processes, which active processes should we

migrate?

We will see that previous work has not satisfactorily answered either of these ques-

tions. We will see that the answer to these questions depends strongly on understanding

the process lifetime distribution, not just its general shape, but its exact functional form.

We will see that a great stumbling block in addressing these questions has been 1) a lack

of knowledge of the functional form of the process lifetime distribution, 2) a lack of under-

standing of the importance of the process lifetime distribution, and 3) a lack of knowledge

about how to use the functional form of the process lifetime distribution in analysis.

We will address all three of these issues. In particular, we will measure the UNIX

process lifetime distribution and show how to explicitly apply the functional form of this

distribution in analysis. That is, we will avoid resorting to exponentiality assumptions,

which, in the area of load balancing analysis, are harmful. The process lifetime distribution

will be used to derive a migration criterion (migration policy) which answers the question

of which active processes are worth migrating. Since our migration policy is analytically de-

rived, it will have no parameters which must be hand-tuned. We will then use a trace-driven

simulation based on real process arrival times and CPU lifetimes to show that preemptive

migration is far more powerful than non-preemptive migration, and that it de�nitely pays

to migrate active processes.

This chapter covers preliminaries. Section 8.1 covers all the necessary load bal-

ancing terminology. Section 8.2 describes previous work on load balancing. Although we
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show many systems are capable of migrating active processes, almost all the previous work

is in the area of non-preemptive migration. Hardly any deals with preemptive migration

policies, and the little that has been done is contradictory. Section 8.3 describes the speci�c

questions we want to answer. Section 8.4 describes our model. In Section 8.5 we outline all

of Part II. Lastly, in Section 8.6, we expand in more detail on previous work in the area of

preemptive policies (Section 8.6 might be easier to read after completing Part II).

8.1 Load balancing taxonomy

On a network of shared processors, CPU load balancing is the idea of migrating

processes across the network from hosts with high loads to hosts with lower loads. The moti-

vation for load balancing is to reduce the average completion time of processes and improve

the utilization of the processors. Analytic models and simulation studies have demonstrated

the performance bene�ts of load balancing, and these results have been con�rmed in existing

distributed systems (see Section 8.2).

Process migration for purposes of load balancing comes in two forms: remote ex-

ecution (also called non-preemptive migration), in which some newborn processes are (pos-

sibly automatically) executed on remote hosts, and preemptive migration, in which running

processes may be suspended, moved to a remote host, and restarted. In non-preemptive

migration only newborn processes are migrated, whereas in preemptive migration a process

may be migrated at any point during its life.

Load balancing may be done explicitly (by the user) or implicitly (by the system).

Implicit migration policies may or may not use a priori information about the function of

processes, how long they will run, etc.

A load balancing strategy consists of two parts: the migration policy and the

location policy. The migration policy determines both when migrations occur and the

bigger issue of which processes are migrated. The location policy determines how a target

host is selected for the migrated process. Previous work ([96] and [42]), has suggested that

choosing the target host with the shortest CPU run queue is both simple and e�ective. Our

work con�rms the relative unimportance of location policy. In this thesis, we will focus

almost exclusively on the more challenging problem of the migration policy, particularly

the question of choosing which processes are worth migrating.

The issue in choosing a good migrant, in both the case of non-preemptive policies
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and preemptive policies, is choosing a process which will live long enough (continue to use

enough CPU) so as to compensate for its migration cost.

Even in the case of newborn processes (non-preemptive migration), the migration

cost of most newborn processes is signi�cant relative to their expected lifetime. Therefore,

implicit non-preemptive policies require some a priori information about job lifetimes. This

information is often implemented as an eligibility list (e.g. [73]) that speci�es (by process

name) which processes are worth migrating.

In contrast, preemptive migration policies do not use a priori information, since

this is often di�cult to maintain and preemptive strategies can perform well without it.

These systems use only system-visible data like the current age of each process or its memory

size in choosing worthy migrants.

8.2 Classi�cation of Previous Work on Load Balancing Poli-

cies

Very little work has been done on studying preemptive migration policies, and the

little work that has been done has been equivocal.

8.2.1 Systems

Although many systems are capable of migrating active jobs, most don't have

implicit load balancing policies implemented. Most systems only allow for explicit load

balancing. That is, there is no load balancing policy; the user decides which processes to

migrate, and when. For example, Accent [93], Locus [76], Utopia [95], DEMOS/MP [59], V

[75], NEST [1], and MIST [14] fall into this category.

A few systems do have implicit load balancing policies, however they are strictly

non-preemptive policies (active processes are only migrated for purposes other than load

balancing, such as preserving workstation autonomy). For example, Amoeba [74], Charlotte

[6], Sprite [20], Condor [52], and Mach [54] fall into this category. In general, non-preemptive

load balancing strategies depend on a priori information about processes; e.g., explicit

knowledge about the runtimes of processes or user-provided lists of migratable processes

([1], [51], [20], [95]).

Only a few systems have implemented automated preemptive load balancing poli-
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cies: MOSIX [7] and RHODOS [27]. Preemptive migration has been found to be very

e�ective for load balancing in MOSIX, [7].

8.2.2 Studies

Migration policies have been studied much more in simulations and analyses. Most

of these studies consider only non-preemptive policies, for example, [53], [87], [15], [96], [61],

[42], [9], [25], [50], [55], [94], [97], [29], [22].

Only a few studies have considered preemptive migration policies, in addition to

non-preemptive ones: speci�cally, [23], [41], [47], and [12]. However these studies disagree

on the e�ectiveness of preemptive migration. Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan, [23] claim

to measure an upper bound on the e�ectiveness of preemptive migration and conclude

that preemptive migration is not worth implementing because the maximum additional

performance bene�t of preemptive migration is small compared with the bene�t of non-

preemptive migration schemes. This result has been widely cited, and in several cases

used to justify the decision not to implement migration or not to use migration for load

balancing. For example, the designers of the Utopia system, [95], explain, \Our second

design decision is to support remote execution only at task initiation time; no checkpointing

or task migration is supported. ... For improving performance, initial task transfer may be

su�cient; a modeling study by Eager, Lazowska and Zahorjan suggests that dynamic task

migration does not yield much further performance bene�t except in some extreme cases."

Krueger and Livny, [41], however reach the opposite conclusion.

8.3 The questions we want to answer

There are two fundamental questions which are presently unresolved and which

we will answer in this thesis:

� Is preemptive migration necessary for load balancing, or is it su�cient to only imple-

ment a non-preemptive policy?

This question is presently unresolved due to conicting results from previous studies,

as explained in Section 8.2.2.

� What is a good preemptive migration policy?
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As explained in Section 8.1, preemptive policies do not rely on a priori information

about processes, but rather use only system-visible data (such as the current age of

each process, the process' memory size, etc). The issue in specifying a migration policy

is answering the question: What is the \right" age and the \right" memory size, etc.

for a process to be eligible for migration? As we will see in Section 10.2, no previous

study of preemptive migration policies has addressed this question satisfactorily.

We will see that both these questions depend heavily on understanding and applying the

process CPU lifetime distribution.

8.4 Process Model

In our model, processes use two resources: CPU and memory (we do not consider

I/O). Thus, we use \age" to mean CPU age (the CPU time a process has used thus far)

and \lifetime" to mean CPU lifetime (the total CPU time from start to completion). The

processors in our network are assumed to be time-sharing with round-robin scheduling (in

Section 12.3 we consider the e�ect of alternative local scheduling policies). Since processes

may be delayed while on the run queue or while migrating, the slowdown imposed on a

process is

Slowdown of process p =

wall time (p)

CPU time (p)

where wall-time(p) is the total time p spends running, waiting in queue, or migrating.

8.5 Outline of results

The e�ectiveness of load balancing | either by non-preemptive or preemptive

migration | depends strongly on the nature of the workload, including the distribution of

process lifetimes and the arrival process.

In Chapter 9 we see that the process lifetime distribution is commonly assumed

to be exponentially distributed, and the arrival process is commonly assumed to be Poisson

(Section 9.1). This assumption is made not only in the case of analytical studies, but also

in simulation papers (Section 9.1.2).

We then measure the distribution of process lifetimes for a variety of workloads

in an academic environment, including instructional machines, research machines, and ma-
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chines used for system administration. We �nd that the distribution is predictable (with

goodness of �t > 99%) and consistent across a variety of machines and workloads. As a

rule of thumb, the probability that a process with CPU age of one second uses more than

T seconds of total CPU time is 1=T ( Figure 9.1). We show that our measured lifetime dis-

tribution is very far from exponential (Section 9.4), and that our measured arrival process

is far from Poisson (Section 11.1).

Our lifetime measurements are consistent with the results of [47], but this prior

work has been incorporated into almost no subsequent analytic and simulator load balancing

studies. This omission is unfortunate, since, as we show in Section 9.5, the results of these

load balancing studies are highly sensitive to the lifetime distribution model.

In Chapter 10 we show that the lifetime distribution function (1=T ) which we

measured is surprisingly analytically tractable for the purposes of deriving a preemptive

migration policy. At a high level, the distribution simply suggests that it is preferable to

migrate older processes because these processes have a higher probability of living long

enough (eventually using enough CPU) to amortize their migration cost. However, we can

also use the functional model of the lifetime distribution explicitly as an analytical tool for

deriving the eligibility of a process for migration as a function of its current age, migration

cost, and the loads at its source and target host. The eligibility criterion we derive doesn't

rely on free parameters that must be hand-optimized, as do previous preemptive migration

policies (Section 10.2). This tool is generally useful for analysis of system behavior.

Our migration eligibility criterion guarantees that the slowdown imposed on a

migrant process is lower (in expectation) than it would be without migration. According

to this criterion, a process is eligible for migration only if its

CPU age >

1

n�m

�migration cost

where n (respectively m) is the number of processes at the source (target) host (Sec-

tion 10.3).

In Chapter 11 we use a trace-driven simulation to compare our preemptive mi-

gration policy (from Section 10.3) with a highly-optimized non-preemptive policy based on

name-lists. The simulator (Section 11.1) uses start times and durations from traces of a

real system, and migration costs chosen from a measured distribution.

We use the simulator to run three experiments: First (Section 11.2) we evaluate

the e�ect of migration cost on the relative performance of the two strategies. Not surpris-
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ingly, we �nd that as the cost of preemptive migration increases, it becomes less e�ective.

Nevertheless, preemptive migration performs better than non-preemptive migration even

with surprisingly large migration costs (despite several conservative assumptions that give

non-preemptive migration an unfair advantage).

Next (Section 11.3) we choose a speci�c model of preemptive and non-preemptive

migration costs (described in Section 11.2.1), and use this model to compare the two mi-

gration strategies in more detail. We �nd that preemptive migration reduces the mean

delay (queueing and migration) by 35 { 50%, compared to non-preemptive migration. We

also propose several alternative metrics intended to measure users' perception of system

performance. By these metrics, the additional bene�ts of preemptive migration (compared

to non-preemptive migration) appear even more signi�cant.

In Section 11.4 we discuss in detail why simple preemptive migration is so much

more e�ective than even a well-tuned non-preemptive migration policy. The reasons are

closely tied to the lifetime distribution. Essentially, a process' age is the best predictor

of how much CPU it will use in the future (and therefore whether it is worth migrating).

No amount of prior information (in the form of namelists) given to non-preemptive migra-

tion policies can compensate for the fact that non-preemptive policies don't get to see the

processes age.

Lastly, in Section 11.5 we use the simulator to compare our preemptive migration

strategy with other preemptive schemes in the literature.

We �nish with a summary in Section 12.1, a self-criticism of our model in Sec-

tion 12.2, and a discussion of future work in Section 12.3.

8.6 Previous studies on preemptive policies

Recall from Section 8.2, there are only a few studies and one system which deal

with preemptive migration policies. In Section 10.2 (the migration policy chapter) we will

see that none of these migration policies are derived from the lifetime distribution, and

that all of them require hand-tuned parameters. In Section 11.5, we evaluate these policies

against our own. In this section we point out a few additional di�erences between these

studies and our own.

Our work di�ers from Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan, [23], in both system model

and workload description. [23] model a server farm in which incoming jobs have no a�nity
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for a particular processor, and thus the cost of initial placement (remote execution) is free.

This is di�erent from our model, a network of workstations, in which incoming jobs arrive at

a particular host and the cost of moving them away, even by remote execution, is signi�cant.

In the distribution we observed, 70% of the processes had lifetimes shorter than the lowest

cost of remote execution reported in a real system (see Section 9.3.2 and Table 11.1). In

this environment, non-preemptive migration is much less e�ective for load balancing than

in a server farm.

Also, [23] use a degenerate hyperexponential distribution of lifetimes that includes

few jobs with non-zero lifetimes. When the coe�cient of variation of this distribution

matches the distributions we observed, fewer than 4% of the simulated processes have non-

zero lifetimes. With so few jobs (and balanced initial placement) there is seldom any load

imbalance in the system, and thus little bene�t for preemptive migration. For a more

detailed explanation of this distribution and its e�ect on the study, see [21].

Krueger and Livny, [41], investigate the bene�ts of adding preemptive migration

to nonpreemptive migration. They use a hyperexponential lifetime distribution that ap-

proximates closely the distribution we observed; as a result, their �ndings are largely in

accord with ours. One di�erence between their work and ours is that they used a synthetic

workload with Poisson arrivals. The workload we observed, and used in our trace-driven

simulations, exhibits serial correlation; i.e. it is more bursty than a Poisson process. An-

other di�erence is that their migration policy requires several hand-tuned parameters. In

Section 10.3 we show how to use the distribution of lifetimes to eliminate these parameters.

Like us, Bryant and Finkel, [12], discuss the distribution of process lifetimes and its

e�ect on preemptive migration policy, but their hypothetical distributions are not based on

system measurements. Also like us, they choose migrant processes on the basis of expected

slowdown on the source and target hosts, but their estimation of those slowdowns is very

di�erent from ours. In particular, they use the distribution of process lifetimes to predict

a host's future load as a function of its current load and the ages of the processes running

there. We have examined this issue and found (1) that this model fails to predict future

loads because it ignores future arrivals, and (2) that current load is the best predictor of

future load. Thus, in our estimates of slowdown, we will assume that the future load on a

host is equal to the current load.
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Chapter 9

The UNIX Process Lifetime

Distribution is not Exponential:

it's 1/T

This chapter will show that understanding the correct process CPU lifetime dis-

tribution is crucially important in designing and evaluating load balancing policies. We

will measure that distribution in this chapter, and then we will use it explicitly in the next

chapter in deriving a preemptive migration policy.

In Section 9.1 we point out how common it is to model process lifetimes as being

exponentially distributed and process interarrival times as exponentially distributed. In

Section 9.2 we see that studies of the process lifetime distribution are rare, and are often

ignored. In Section 9.3, we measure the UNIX process CPU lifetime distribution and �nd

that it consistently has the same functional form across a variety of instructional, research,

and administrative machines. As a rule of thumb,

Pr fProcess lifetime > T sec j age > 1 secg = 1=T

Pr fProcess lifetime > b sec j age = a > 1 secg =

a

b

In Section 9.4 we show that the 1=T distribution is very far from exponential. Lastly, in

Section 9.5 we explain why assuming an exponential lifetime distribution, or any lifetime

distribution other than the correct one, in the context of load balancing analysis, can

completely invalidate the result of the analysis.
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9.1 Exponential Lifetime Assumptions are commonly made

Exponential assumptions are prevalent in the load balancing literature, both in

analytic papers (Section 9.1.1) and in simulation-based papers which do no analysis (Sec-

tion 9.1.2). Typical exponential assumptions made are: 1) assuming that process CPU

lifetimes are chosen from an exponential distribution and 2) assuming interarrival times of

processes are exponentially distributed (i.e., the arrival process is Poisson).

9.1.1 Exponential assumptions in analysis papers

Examples of some analytical papers on load balancing which make exponential

assumptions include [50], [55], and [22]. All of these require exponential assumptions for

setting up a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model of the system (see Section 1.3

which explains the general idea). In all cases, only non-preemptive migration is considered.

Even so, the state-space of the CTMC model is still very large, so further simplifying

assumptions are made to reduce the state-space.

9.1.2 Exponential assumptions in simulation papers

Exponential assumptions are also made in strictly simulation papers, e.g., [42],

[61], [87], [25], [53], [94], [17], and many others. Most of these papers do not justify their

use of exponentiality assumptions. One of these, [42], acknowledge that an exponential

workload many not be typical, but state that they believe and exponential workload is

accurate enough for the purpose of evaluating di�erent load descriptors

1

. Another of these,

[61] state that the memoryless assumptions were necessary in simulation to reduce storage

requirements.

9.2 Previous Measurements of Lifetime Distribution

The general shape of the distribution of process lifetimes in an academic environ-

ment has been known for a long time [66]: there are many short jobs and a few long jobs,

and the variance of the distribution is greater than that of an exponential distribution.

1

A load descriptor is a metric for measuring load at a host. By far the most typical load descriptor is the

length of the CPU run queue. Other load descriptors include the sum of ages of processes at the host, etc.
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However, to the best of our knowledge no explicit measurements were made of the process

lifetime distribution prior to 1986.

In 1986 Leland and Ott, [47], proposed a functional form for the process lifetime

distribution, based on measurements of the lifetimes of 9.5 million UNIX processes between

1984 and 1985. Leland and Ott concluded that process lifetimes have a UBNE (used-better-

than-new-in-expectation) type of distribution. That is, the greater the current CPU age of

a process, the greater its expected remaining CPU lifetime.

2

Speci�cally, they found that

for T > 3 seconds, the probability of a process' lifetime exceeding T seconds is rT

k

, where

�1:25 < k < �1:05 (r normalizes the distribution).

In contrast to [47], Rommel,[65], claimed that his measurements show that \long

processes have exponential service times."

Despite the [47] study, many studies have continued to assume an exponential

process lifetime distribution in their evaluation of migration strategies (e.g., [61], [42], [55],

[17], [2], [25], [65], [50]). Many of these studies cite the [47] paper.

9.3 Our Measurements of Lifetime Distribution

Because of the importance of the process lifetime distribution to load balancing

policies, and the confusion over its form, we performed an independent study of this dis-

tribution. We measured the lifetimes of over one million UNIX processes, generated from

a variety of academic workloads, including instructional machines, research machines, and

machines used for system administration. We obtained our data using the UNIX command

lastcomm, which outputs the CPU time used by each completed process.

We observed that long processes (with lifetimes greater than 1 second) have a pre-

dictable and consistent distribution. Section 9.3.1 describes this distribution. Section 9.3.2

makes some additional observations about shorter processes.

9.3.1 Lifetime distribution when lifetime > 1s:

Figure 9.1 shows our process lifetime measurements on a heavily-used instructional

machine in mid-semester. The plot shows only processes whose lifetimes exceed one second.

The y-axis indicates the fraction of processes with lifetimes greater than T seconds. The

2

In contrast, the exponential distribution is memoryless; the expected remaining lifetime of a process is

independent of age.
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Distribution of process lifetimes
(fraction of processes with duration > T)
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Distribution of process lifetimes (log plot)
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Figure 9.1: Distribution of process lifetimes for processes with lifetimes greater than 1 sec-

ond, observed on machine \po" mid-semester. The dotted (thicker) line shows the measured

distribution; the solid (thinner) line shows the least squares curve �t. To the right: the

same distribution shown on a log-log scale. The straight line in log-log space indicates that

the process lifetime distribution can be modeled by T

k

, where k is the slope of the line.

dotted (heavy) line indicates the measured distribution; the solid (thinner) line indicates

the least squares curve �t to the data using the proposed functional for PrfLifetime >

Tg = T

k

.

For all the machines we studied, the process lifetime data (for processes with age

greater than one second) �t a curve of the form T

k

, where k ranged from about �1:3 to

�:8 for di�erent machines. Table 9.1 shows the estimated lifetime distribution curve for

each machine we studied. The parameters were estimated by an iteratively weighted least

squares �t (with no intercept, in accordance with the functional model)

3

. The standard error

associated with each estimated parameter gives a con�dence interval for that parameter (all

of these parameters are statistically signi�cant at a high degree of certainty). Finally, the

R

2

value indicates the goodness of �t of the model | the values shown here indicate that

the �tted curve accounts for greater than 99% of the variation of the observed values.

4

Thus, the goodness of �t of these models is very high. Table 9.1 demonstrates that the

lifetime distribution measured by Leland and Ott still holds 10 years later, and on a variety

3

See BLSS routine \robust", as described in [57].

4

See BLSS routine \robust", as described in [57]. See also [43] for a more detailed description of the R

2

value.
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Name Total Number Number Estimated Lifetime Standard R

2

of Processes Processes Distribution Error value

Host Studied with Age > 1 Curve

po1 77440 4107 T

�0:97

.016 0.997

po2 154368 11468 T

�1:22

.012 0.999

po3 111997 7524 T

�1:27

.021 0.997

cory 182523 14253 T

�0:88

.030 0.982

pors 141950 10402 T

�0:94

.015 0.997

bugs 83600 4940 T

�0:82

.007 0.999

faith 76507 3328 T

�0:78

.045 0.964

Table 9.1: The estimated lifetime distribution curve for each machine measured, and the

associated goodness of �t statistics. Description of machines: Po is a heavily-used DEC-

server5000/240, used primarily for undergraduate coursework. Po1, po2, and po3 refer

to measurements made on po mid-semester, late-semester, and end-semester. Cory is a

heavily-used machine, used for coursework and research. Porsche is a less frequently-used

machine, used primarily for research on scienti�c computing. Bugs is a heavily-used ma-

chine, used primarily for multimedia research. Faith is an infrequently-used machine, used

both for video applications and system administration.
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of machines.

Although the range of parameters (Table 9.1) we observed is fairly broad, in the

absence of measurements from a speci�c system, assuming a distribution of 1=T is substan-

tially more accurate than assuming that process lifetimes are exponentially distributed, as

we show in Section 9.4.

Table 9.2 shows the lifetime distribution function, the corresponding density func-

tion, and the conditional distribution function. We will refer to the conditional lifetime

distribution often during our analysis of migration strategies. The second column of Ta-

ble 9.2 shows these functions when k = �1, which we will assume for our analysis in

Chapter 10. This second column represents some useful rules of thumb in estimating UNIX

process behavior in general. For example, the last row of Table 9.2 indicates that themedian

remaining lifetime of a job is its current age

5

.

The functional formwe are proposing (the �tted distribution) has the property that

its moments (mean, variance, etc.) are in�nite. Of course, since our observed distributions

have �nite sample size, they have �nite mean (� 0:4 seconds) and coe�cient of variation

(5 { 7). But moments are not robust summary statistics for distributions with a long

tail | the behavior of the moments tends to be dominated by a few outlier points in the

tail of the distribution. But we have little information about the behavior of this tail in

real distributions, since there are few observations of processes longer than a few thousand

seconds. Since we cannot characterize the distribution of the longest jobs, it is awkward

to rely on summary statistics like mean and variance. Thus we use more robust summary

statistics (median values or the estimated parameter k) to summarize distributions, rather

than moments.

9.3.2 Process lifetime distribution in general

For completeness we discuss the lifetime distribution for processes with lifetimes

less than one second. Since our measurements were made using the lastcomm command the

shortest process we were able to measure was :01 seconds. For processes between :01 and 1

second, we did not �nd a consistent functional form, however for all machines we studied

these processes had an even lower hazard rate than those of age > 1 second. That is, while

the probability that a process of age T > 1 second lives another T seconds is approximately

5

Observe this is somewhat di�erent from the \past-repeats heuristic," which says the mean remaining

lifetime of a job is it current age.
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Process Lifetime Distribution for Processes of Age � 1 second When k = �1

Pr fProcess lifetime > T sec j age > 1 secg = T

k

= 1=T

Pr fProcess lifetime = T sec j age = 1 secg = �kT

k�1

= 1=T

2

Pr fProcess lifetime > b sec j age = a > 1 secg =

�

b

a

�

k

=

a

b

Pr fProcess lifetime > 2T sec j age = T > 1 secg = (2)

k

=

1

2

Table 9.2: The cumulative distribution function, probability density function, and condi-

tional distribution function of processes lifetimes. The second column shows the functional

form of each for the typical value k = �1:0.

1=2, the probability that a process of age T < 1 second lives another T seconds is something

greater than 1=2.

One other property of the lifetime distribution which we will need to refer to in

later sections is that over 70% of all (newborn) jobs we measured have lifetimes smaller

than :1 seconds.

9.4 The Exponential Distribution Does Not Fit the Mea-

sured Lifetime Data

In the previous section we showed that the T

k

function is an excellent �t to describe

the fraction of processes which use at least T seconds of CPU (starting with only those of

CPU age at least 1 second). Figure 9.2 shows that the exponential distribution (even with

two free parameters) is an extremely poor �t to the measured data.

The properties of an exponential distribution are very di�erent from those of the

distributions we observed. For example, the distributions we observed all have a tail of

long-lived jobs (i.e., the distributions have high variance). An exponential distribution with

the same mean would have lower variance; it lacks the tail of long-lived jobs.
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Observed distribution and two curve fits
(fraction of processes with duration > T)
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Figure 9.2: In log-log space, this plot shows the distribution of lifetimes for the � 13000

processes with lifetimes > 1 second (which we fed into our trace-driven simulation { see

Chapter11), and two attempts to �t a curve to this data. One of the �ts is based on the

model proposed in this paper, T

k

. The other �t is an exponential curve, c � e

��T

. Although

the exponential curve is given the bene�t of an extra free parameter, it fails to model the

observed data. The proposed model �ts well. Both �ts were performed by iteratively-weighted

least squares.
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9.5 Why the distribution is critical

In this section we argue that the particular shape of the lifetime distribution

a�ects the performance of migration policies, and therefore that it is important to model

this distribution accurately.

The choice of a migration policy depends on how the expected remaining lifetime of

a job varies with age. In our observations we found a distribution with the UBNE property

| the expected remaining lifetime of a job increases linearly with age. As a result, we chose

a migration policy that migrates only old jobs.

But di�erent distributions result in di�erent relationships between the age of a

process and its remaining lifetime. For example, a uniform distribution has the NBUE

property | the expected remaining lifetime decreases linearly with age. Thus if the dis-

tribution of lifetimes were uniform, the migration policy should choose to migrate only

young processes. In this case, we expect non-preemptive migration to perform better than

preemptive migration.

As another example, the exponential distribution is memoryless | the remaining

lifetime of a job is independent of its age. In this case, since all processes have the same

expected lifetimes, the migration policy might choose to migrate the process with the lowest

migration cost, regardless of age.

As a �nal example, processes whose lifetimes are chosen from a uniform log

distribution

6

have an expected remaining lifetime that increases up to a point and then

begins to decrease. In this case, the best migration policy might be to migrate jobs that

are old enough, but not too old.

Thus di�erent distributions, even with the same mean and variance, can lead to

very di�erent migration policies. In order to evaluate a proposed policy, it is critical to

choose a distribution model with the appropriate relationship between expected remaining

lifetime and age.

Some studies have used hyperexponential distributions to model the distribution

of lifetimes. These distributions may or may not have the right behavior, depending on

how accurately they �t observed distributions. [41] use a three-stage hyperexponential with

parameters estimated to �t observed values. This distribution has the appropriate UBNE

6

The logarithm of values from a uniform log distribution are uniformly distributed. We have observed

lifetime distributions of this sort for parallel batch jobs.
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property. But the two-stage hyperexponential distribution in [23] is memoryless for jobs

with non-zero lifetimes; the remaining lifetime of a job is independent of its age (for jobs

with nonzero lifetimes). According to this distribution, migration policy is irrelevant; all

processes are equally good candidates for migration. This result is clearly in conict with

our observations.

Assuming the wrong lifetime distribution also impacts the evaluation of purely

non-preemptive migration schemes. Recall the purpose of a non-preemptive policy is to

choose which newborn processes to migrate. Many studies of non-preemptive migration

simply assume that newborn jobs will have lifetimes longer than their migration costs. For

example, [22], in their 1986 study, assume that the average cost of migrating a task is

between 1% and 10% of the average lifetime of a newborn. Similarly, [50], in their 1993

study, assume that the average job migration time is between 1% and 20% of the average

lifetime of a newborn. These assumptions may have been true in 1986, but they are far

from accurate now. We will see that more than 70% of all newborn processes have shorter

lifetimes than their migration cost (see Section 9.3.2 and Table 11.1). (This is why systems

use name-lists to indicate which names tend to be long-lived.) Studies which assume (in the

context of determining or evaluating non-preemptive policies) that most newborn processes

live long enough to make migrating them worthwhile may end up with results which are

too optimistic.

Lastly, we have thus far only considered the e�ect on load balancing studies of

assuming an exponential lifetime distribution (or other incorrect lifetime distributions).

However exponentiality assumptions in the arrival process (i.e., assuming a Poisson arrival

process), which almost always goes hand-in-hand with assuming an exponential lifetime

distribution, can also lead to inaccurate results. If arrivals are evenly spaced out, load

balancing is less necessary. If arrivals are bursty, migration becomes more necessary (to

alleviate the temporarily high load at one host). Poisson arrivals are evenly spaced out in

sense that there is a low probability of having many arrivals at once. In Section 11.1, we see

that our measured arrival process is burstier than Poisson. Therefore, assuming a Poisson

arrival process may underestimate the usefulness of load balancing.
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Chapter 10

Analysis without Exponentiality

Assumptions: Applying the 1/T

Distribution to Developing a

Migration Policy

In the previous chapter we saw that the process lifetime distribution for UNIX

processes is not exponential, as is commonly assumed, but rather has a 1=T distribution.

In this chapter we'll see that although correct lifetime distribution was known, it was never

explicitly applied towards load balancing policies. We conjecture this is due to a belief

that the 1=T distribution is not analytically tractable (as opposed to exponential-based

distributions). In this chapter we show this belief is false ; the 1=T distribution is in fact

directly useful for analysis.

Section 10.1 discusses high-level recommendations with respect to developing a

preemptive migration policy that can be gleaned from studying the lifetime distribution.

Section 10.2 surveys preemptive migration policies in the literature, none of which explic-

itly use the lifetime distribution. The main weakness of these policies is that they rely on

parameters which must be set optimally by hand for the particular system. In Section 10.3

we use the functional form of our measured lifetime distribution (1=T ) explicitly as an ana-

lytical tool to derive our preemptive migration policy. Our policy speci�es which processes

are eligible for migration as a function of their age, migration cost, and the loads at the
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source and target host. Our criterion also provably guarantees that the slowdown imposed

on a migrant process is lower (in expectation) than it would be without migration.

10.1 Properties of the Lifetime Distribution and their Im-

plications on Migration Policies

A migration policy is based on two decisions: when to migrate processes and which

processes to migrate. The focus of Part II is the second question (The �rst question concerns

the frequency with which preemptive migrations are allowed. We address the �rst question

briey in Section 11.1.1):

Given that the load at a host is too high, how do we choose which process to

migrate?

Our heuristic is to choose the process that has highest probability of running longer

than its migration time.

The motivation for this heuristic is twofold. From the host's perspective, a large

fraction of the migration time is spent at the host (packaging the process). The host

would only choose to migrate processes that are likely to be more expensive to run than

to migrate. From the process' perspective, migration time has a large impact on response

time. A process would choose to migrate only if the migration overhead could be amortized

over a longer lifetime.

Most existing migration policies are non-preemptive. That is, they only migrate

newborn processes, because these processes have no allocated memory and thus their mi-

gration cost is less (see Section 11.2.1).

1

The problem with this policy is that, according to

the process lifetime distribution (Section 9.3), these newborn processes are unlikely to live

long enough to justify the cost of remote execution.

Thus a \newborn" migration policy is only justi�ed if the system has prior knowl-

edge about the processes and can selectively migrate only those processes likely to be CPU

hogs. However, the ability of the system to predict process lifetimes by name is limited, as

shown in Section 11.4.

1

The idea of migrating newborn processes might also stem from the fallacy that process lifetimes have

an exponential distribution, implying that all processes have equal expected remaining lifetimes regardless

of their age.
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Can we do better? Preemptive migration policies have knowledge of a process'

age, and the lifetime distribution indicates that migrating older processes is wise, since they

have the highest probability of living long enough to justify the cost of migration.

However there are a few unanswered concerns: First of all, since the vast majority

of processes are short, there might not be enough long-lived processes to have a signi�cant

load balancing e�ect.

In fact, although there are few old processes, they account for a large part of the

total CPU load. According to our process lifetime measurements (Section 9.3), typically

fewer than 3:5% of processes live longer than 2 seconds, yet these processes make up more

than 60% of the total CPU load. This is due to the long tail of the process lifetime

distribution (see Figure 9.2). Furthermore, we will see that the ability to migrate even a

few large jobs can have a large e�ect on system performance, since a single large job on a

busy host imposes slowdowns on many small processes.

The remaining concerns are: How old is old enough? Also, isn't it possible that

the additional cost of migrating old processes (the memory transfer cost) might overwhelm

the bene�t of migrating longer-lived processes?

Section 10.2 shows the solutions other preemptive policies have suggested to these

questions. Section 10.3 shows the derivation of our preemptive policy.

10.2 Preemptive Policies in the Literature

As we mentioned in Chapter 8, there are almost no preemptive policies in the

literature. In this section we describe the few that do exist. All these are based on the

principle that a process should be migrated if it's \old enough", e.g. if its age exceeds :5

seconds. We refer to the :5 here as a \voodoo constant

2

," because it is a parameter which

magically appears in the paper, was clearly optimized to that particular system, and must

be re-tuned for any other system. There is no logic for why :5 should work better than 1

or :25.

Leland and Ott, [47], say that a process p is eligible for migration if:

age(p) > ages of k younger jobs at host

2

This terminology was �rst coined by Professor John Ousterhout at U.C. Berkeley.
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The parameter k is a voodoo constant (which the paper refers to as the \MINCRIT"

parameter).

Krueger and Livny, [41] go a step further by taking the job's migration cost into

account. A process p is eligible for migration if:

age(p) > :1 �migration cost(p)

The :1 here is a voodoo constant.

The MOSIX system, [7] come up with a similar criterion to Krueger and Livny. A

process p is eligible for migration if:

age(p) > 1 �migration cost(p)

The MOSIX policy has some interesting properties which we will discuss at the end of the

next section.

These policies will be compared with our own in Section 11.5.

10.3 Our Migration Policy

The obvious disadvantage of preemptive migration is the need to transfer the

memory associated with the migrant process; thus, the migration cost for an active process

is much greater than the cost of remote execution. If preemptive migration is done carelessly,

this additional cost might overwhelm the bene�t of migrating processes with longer expected

lives.

For this reason, we propose a strategy that guarantees that every migration im-

proves the expected performance of the migrant process and the other processes at the

source host.

3

Whenever more than one process is running on a host and one process migrates

away, the expected slowdown of the others decreases, regardless of the duration of the

processes or the cost of migration. But the slowdown of the migrant process might increase,

if the time spent migrating is greater than the time saved by running on a less-loaded host.

Thus we will perform migration only if it improves the expected slowdown of the migrant

process (the expectation is taken over the lifetime of the migrant).

3

Of course, processes on the target host are slowed by an arriving migrant, but on a moderately-loaded

system there are almost always idle hosts; thus the number of processes at the target host is usually zero.

In any case, the number of processes at the target is always less than the number at the source.
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If there is no process on the host that satis�es this criterion, no migration is done.

If migration costs are high, few processes will be eligible for migration; in the extreme there

will be no migration at all. But in no case is the performance of the system worse (in

expectation) than the performance without migration.

Using the distribution of process lifetimes, we now show how to calculate the

expected slowdown imposed on a migrant process, and use this result to derive a minimum

age for migration based on the cost of migration. Denoting the age of the migrant process

by a; the cost of migration by c; the (eventual total) lifetime of the migrant by L, the

number of processes at the source host by n; and the number of processes at the target host

(including the migrant) by m, we have:
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If there are n processes at a heavily loaded host, then a process should be eligible

for migration only if its expected slowdown after migration is less than n (which is the

slowdown it expects in the absence of migration).

Thus, we require

1

2

(

c

a

+m+ n) < n, which implies

Minimum migration age =

Migration cost

n�m

This analysis extends easily to the case of heterogeneous processor speeds by ap-

plying a scale factor to n or m.

This analysis assumes that current load predicts future load; that is, that the load

at the source and target hosts will be constant during the migration. In an attempt to
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evaluate this assumption, and possibly improve it, we considered a number of alternative

load predictors, including (1) taking a load average (over an interval of time), (2) summing

the ages of the running processes at the target host, and a (3) calculating a prediction of

survivors and future arrivals based on the distribution model proposed here. We found that

current (instantaneous) load is the best single predictor, and that using several predictive

variables in combination did not greatly improve the accuracy of prediction. These results

are in accord with Zhou's thesis, [96] and with [42].

The MOSIX migration policy [7] is based on a restriction that is similar to the

criterion we are proposing: the age of the process must exceed the migration cost. Thus,

the slowdown imposed on the migrant process (due to migration) must be less than 2.0.

This bound is based on the worst case, in which the migrant process completes immediately

upon arrival at the target.

The MOSIX requirement is likely to be too restrictive, for two reasons. First, it

ignores the slowdown that would be imposed at the source host in the absence of migration

(presumably there is more than one process there, or the system would not be attempting

to migrate processes away). Secondly, it is based on the worst-case slowdown rather than

(as shown above) the expected slowdown. We will explicitly compare the MOSIX policy

with ours in Section 11.5.

In our migration criterion, the term \migration cost" refers to any costs associ-

ated with migrating the process in question. In our model in this thesis we assume that

the migration cost of a process is the time required to migrate its virtual memory (see

Section 11.2.1), however our criterion is meant to hold for a general de�nition of migration

cost including any cost associated with migrating a process, such as the cost of closing its

�les, the cost of future interactions, etc.. Such costs are beyond the scope of our model,

but we discuss them in our future work section, Section 12.3.
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Chapter 11

Trace-Driven Simulation and

Results

At this point we're �nally ready to answer the question we sent out to answer

in Section 8.3, namely, is preemptive migration necessary, or is non-preemptive migration

su�cient for load balancing? We use a trace-driven simulation of process migration to

compare two migration strategies: our proposed age-based preemptive migration strategy

(Section 10.3) and a non-preemptive strategy that migrates newborn processes according

to the process name (similar to strategies proposed by [86] and [73]). Although we use a

simple name-based strategy, we give it the bene�t of several unfair advantages; for example,

the name-lists are derived from the same trace data used by the simulator.

Section 11.1 describes the simulator and the two strategies in more detail. We use

the simulator to run three experiments. First, in Section 11.2, we evaluate the sensitivity

of each strategy to a wide range of values for preemptive and non-preemptive migration

costs. We see that even when the preemptive migration cost is unnaturally high, preemp-

tive migration still outperforms non-preemptive migration. Next, in Section 11.3, we choose

values for these parameters that are representative of current systems (as described in Sec-

tion 11.2.1) and compare the performance of the preemptive and non-preemptive strategies

on a variety of metrics including: mean process slowdown, variance of slowdown, mean slow-

down of only short jobs, mean slowdown of only long jobs, and number of severely slowed

processes. In Section 11.4, we explain why our preemptive policy signi�cantly outperformed

the non-preemptive policy under all these metrics. We arrive at some general principles un-
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derlying the e�ectiveness of preemptive migration, all of which are direct consequences of

the process lifetime distribution. Lastly, in Section 11.5, we evaluate the analytic criterion

for migration age (proposed in Section 10.3) used in our preemptive migration strategy,

compared to criteria used in the literature.

11.1 The simulator

We have implemented a trace-driven simulation of a network of six identical

workstations.

1

We selected six daytime intervals from the traces on machine po (see Sec-

tion 9.3.1), each from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. From the six traces we extracted the start

times and CPU durations of the processes. We then simulate a network where each of six

hosts executes (concurrently with the others) the process arrivals from one of the daytime

traces.

Although the workloads on the six hosts are homogeneous in terms of the job mix

and distribution of lifetimes, there is considerable variation in the level of activity during

the eight-hour trace. For most of the traces, every process arrival �nds at least one idle host

in the system, but in the two busiest traces, a small fraction of processes (0:1%) arrive to

�nd all hosts busy. In order to evaluate the e�ect of changes in system load, we divided the

eight-hour trace into eight one-hour intervals. We refer to these as runs 0 through 7, where

the runs are sorted from lowest to highest load. Run 0 has a total of � 15000 processes

submitted to the six simulated hosts; Run 7 has � 30000 processes. The average duration

of processes (for all runs) is � :4 seconds. Thus the total utilization of the system, �, is

between :27 and :54.

The birth process of jobs at our hosts is burstier than a Poisson process. For

a given run and a given host, the serial correlation

2

in the process interarrival times is

typically between .08 and .24, which is signi�cantly higher than one would expect from

a Poisson process (uncorrelated interarrival times yield a serial correlation of 0.0; perfect

correlation is 1.0).

Although the start times and durations of the processes come from trace data, the

1

The trace-driven simulator and the trace data are available at

http://http.cs.berkeley.edu/�harchol/loadbalancing.html.

2

Let (x

1

; x

2

; : : : ; x

n

) be the inter-arrival times. We measured the correlation between the vectors

(x

1

; x

2

; : : : ; x

n�1

) and (x

2

; x

3

; : : : ; x

n

) to determine how much the next inter-arrival time depends on the

previous inter-arrival time.
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memory size of each process, which determines its migration cost, is chosen randomly from

a measured distribution (see Section 11.2). This simpli�cation obliterates any correlations

between memory size and other process characteristics, but it allows us to control the mean

memory size as a parameter and examine its e�ect on system performance. In our informal

study of processes in our department, we did not detect any correlations between memory

size and process CPU usage. Krueger and Livny, [41], make the same observation in their

department.

In our system model, we assume that processes are always ready to run (i.e. are

never blocked on I/O). During a given time interval, we divide CPU time equally among

the processes on the host.

In real systems, part of the migration time is spent on the source host packaging

the transferred pages, part in transit in the network, and part on the target host unpacking

the data. The size of these parts and whether they can be overlapped depend on details

of the system. In our simulation we charge the entire cost of migration to the source host.

This simpli�cation is a pessimistic assumption for advocates of preemptive migration.

11.1.1 Strategies

We compare a non-preemptive migration strategy with our proposed preemptive

migration strategy (from Section 10.3). For purposes of comparison, we have tried to make

the policies as simple and as similar as possible. For both types of migration, we consider

performing a migration only when a new process is born, even though a preemptive strategy

might bene�t by initiating migrations at other times. Also, for both strategies, a host is

considered heavily-loaded any time it contains more than one process; in other words, any

time it would be sensible to consider migration. Finally, we use the same location policy in

both cases: the host with the lowest instantaneous load is chosen as the target host (ties

are broken by random selection).

Thus the only di�erence between the two migration policies is which processes are

considered eligible for migration:

name-based non-preemptive migration A process is eligible for migration only if its

name is on a list of processes that tend to be long-lived. If an eligible process is

born at a heavily-loaded host, the process is executed remotely on the target host.

Processes cannot be migrated once they have begun execution.
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The performance of this strategy depends on the list of eligible process names. We

derived this list by sorting the processes from the traces according to name and dura-

tion and selecting the 15 common names with the longest mean durations. We chose a

threshold on mean duration that is empirically optimal (for this set of runs). Adding

more names to the list detracts from the performance of the system, as it allows more

short-lived processes to be migrated. Removing names from the list detracts from

performance as it becomes impossible to migrate enough processes to balance the

load e�ectively. Since we used the trace data itself to construct the list, our results

may overestimate the performance bene�ts of this strategy.

age-based preemptive migration A process is eligible for migration only if it has aged

for some fraction of its migration cost. Based on the derivation in Section 10.3, this

fraction is

1

n�m

, where n (respectively m) is the number of processes at the source

(target) host. When a new process is born at a heavily-loaded host, all processes that

satisfy the migration criterion are migrated away.

This strategy understates the performance bene�ts of preemptive migration, because it

does not allow the system to initiate migrations except when a new process arrives. We

have modeled strategies that allow migration at other times, and they do improve the

performance of the preemptive strategy, but we have omitted them here to facilitate

comparison between the two migration strategies.

As described in Section 10.3, we also modeled other location policies based on more

complicated predictors of future loads, but none of these predictors yielded signi�cantly

better performance than the instantaneous load we use here.

We also considered the e�ect of allowing preemptive migration at times other

than when a new process arrives. Ideally, one would like to initiate a migration whenever

a process becomes eligible (since the eligibility criterion guarantees that the performance

of the migrant will improve in expectation). But it is not feasible to check the system

constantly to �nd all eligible jobs. One of the strategies we considered was to perform

periodic checks of each process on a heavily-loaded host to see if any satis�ed the criterion.

The performance of this strategy was signi�cantly better than that of the simpler policy

(migrating only when a process arrives) and improved as the frequency of checking increased.

However, because our system model does not quantify the overhead associated with these

checks, we do not know what frequency is feasible in a real system.
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11.1.2 Metrics

We evaluate the e�ectiveness of each strategy according to the following perfor-

mance metrics:

mean slowdown Slowdown is the ratio of wall-clock execution time to CPU time (thus,

it is always greater than one). The average slowdown of all jobs is a common metric

of system performance. When we compute the ratio of mean slowdowns (as from

di�erent strategies) we will use normalized slowdown, which is the ratio of inactive

time (the excess slowdown caused by queueing and migration delays) to CPU time.

For example, if the (unnormalized) mean slowdown drops from 2:0 to 1:5, the ratio of

normalized mean slowdowns is :5=1:0 = :5 : a 50% reduction in delay.

Mean slowdown alone, however, is not a su�cient measure of the di�erence in

performance of the two strategies; it understates the advantages of the preemptive strategy

for these two reasons:

1. Skewed distribution of slowdowns: Even in the absence of migration, the majority of

processes su�er small slowdowns (typically 80% are less than 3.0. See Figure 11.1).

The value of the mean slowdown will be dominated by this majority.

2. User perception: From the user's point of view, the important processes are the ones

in the tail of the distribution, because although they are the minority, they cause the

most noticeable and annoying delays. Eliminating these delays might have a small

e�ect on the mean slowdown, but a large e�ect on a user's perception of performance.

Therefore, we will also consider the following three metrics:

variance of slowdown : This metric is often cited as a measure of the unpredictability of

response time [71], which is a nuisance for users trying to schedule tasks. In light of

the distribution of slowdowns, however, it may be more meaningful to interpret this

metric as a measure of the length of the tail of the distribution; i.e. the number of

jobs that experience long delays. (See Section 11.3, Figure 11.3(b)).

number of severely slowed processes : In order to quantify the number of noticeable

delays explicitly, we consider the number (or percentage) of processes that are severely

impacted by queueing and migration penalties. (See Section 11.3, Figures 11.3(c) and

11.3(d)).
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Figure 11.1: Distribution of process slowdowns for run 0 (with no migration). Most processes

su�er small slowdowns, but the processes in the tail of the distribution are more noticeable

and annoying to users.

mean slowdown of long jobs : Delays in longer jobs (those with lifetimes greater than

:5 seconds) are more perceivable to users than delays in short jobs. (See Section 11.4.1,

Figure 11.4).

11.2 Sensitivity to migration costs

The purpose of this section is to compare the performance of the non-preemptive

and preemptive strategies over a range of values of migration costs. First in Section 11.2.1

we de�ne our model for preemptive and non-preemptive migration costs, based on that

used in real systems. In Section 11.2.2 we measure the performance of the preemptive

policy compared with our non-preemptive policy as a function of the cost of preemptive

migration.

11.2.1 Model of migration costs

This section presents the model of migration costs we will use in our simulator.

We model the cost of migrating an active process as the sum of a �xed migration cost for

migrating the process' system state plus a memory transfer cost that is proportional to the

amount of the process' memory that must be transferred. We model remote execution cost

as a �xed cost; it is the same for all processes.

Throughout this paper, we refer to the following parameters:
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r the cost of remote execution, in seconds

f the �xed cost of preemptive migration, in seconds

b the memory transfer bandwidth, in MB's per second

m the memory size of migrant processes, in MB

cost of remote execution = r

cost of preemptive migration = f +m=b

We refer to the quotient m=b as the memory transfer cost.

Observe that the amount of a process' memory (m) that must be transferred during

preemptive migration depends on properties of the distributed system. At most, it might

be necessary to transfer a process' entire memory. On a system like Sprite [20], which

integrates virtual memory with a distributed �le system, it is only necessary to write dirty

pages to the �le system before migration. When the process is restarted at the target host,

it will retrieve these pages. In this case the cost of migration is proportional to the size of

the resident set rather than the size of memory. In systems that use precopying (such as the

V [75] system), pages are transferred while the program continues to run at the source host.

When the job stops execution at the source, it will have to transfer again any pages that

have become dirty during the precopy. Although the number of pages transferred might

be increased, the delay imposed on the migrant process is greatly decreased. Additional

techniques can reduce the cost of transferring memory even more ([93]).

The speci�c parameters of migration cost depend not only on the nature of the

system (as discussed above) but also on the speed of the network. Tables 11.1 and 11.2

below show reported values for parameters on a variety of real systems. In the next section

we will use a trace-driven simulator to evaluate the e�ect of these parameters on system

performance.

11.2.2 Sensitivity of policies to migration costs

In this section we compare the performance of the non-preemptive and preemptive

strategies over a range of values of migration costs r, f , b and m.

For the following experiments, we chose the remote execution cost r = :3 seconds.

We considered a range for the �xed migration cost of :1 < f < 10 seconds.
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System Hardware Cost of remote execution (r)

Sprite [20] Network of SPARCstation1's r = :33 seconds

connected by 10Mb/sec Ethernet

GLUNIX [79],[78] Network of HP workstations r = :25 { :5 seconds

connected by ATM network

MIST [60] Network of HP9000/720 workstations r = :33 seconds

connected by 10Mb/sec Ethernet

Utopia [95] Network of DEC 3100 and SUN SPARC IPC's r = :1 seconds,

connected by Ethernet after connection established

Table 11.1: Values for non-preemptive migration cost in various systems. Many of these

number obtained from personal communication with the authors.

System Hardware Fixed Preemptive Inverse

Cost (f) Bandwidth (1=b)

Sprite [20] Network of SPARCstation1's f = :33 secs 2:00 sec/MB

connected by 10Mb/sec Ethernet

MOSIX [7],[11]. Network of Pentium-90's f = :006 secs :44 sec/MB

connected by 100Mb/sec Ethernet

MIST [60] Network of HP9000/720's f = :24 secs :99 sec/MB

connected by 10Mb/sec Ethernet

Table 11.2: Values for preemptive migration costs from various systems. Many of these

number obtained from personal communication with the authors. Observe that the memory

transfer cost is the product of the inverse bandwidth (1=b) and the amount of memory that

must be transferred (m).
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The memory transfer cost is the quotient of m (the memory size of the migrant

process) and b (the bandwidth of the network). We chose the memory transfer cost from a

distribution with the same shape as the distribution of process lifetimes, setting the mean

memory transfer cost (MMTC) to a range of values from 1 to 64.

The shape of the memory transfer cost distribution is based on an informal study

of memory-use patterns on the same machines from which we collected trace data. The

important feature of this distribution is that there are many jobs with small memory de-

mands and a few jobs with very large memory demands. Empirically, the exact form of

this distribution does not a�ect the performance of either migration strategy strongly, but

of course the mean (MMTC) does have a strong e�ect.

Figures 11.2a and 11.2b are contour plots of the ratio of the performance of the two

migration strategies using normalized slowdown. Speci�cally, for each of the eight one-hour

runs we calculate the mean (respectively standard deviation) of the slowdown imposed on

all processes that complete during the hour. For each run, we then take the ratio of the

means (standard deviations) of the two strategies. Lastly we take the geometric mean [33]

of the eight ratios.

The two axes in Figure 11.2 represent the two components of the cost of preemptive

migration, namely the �xed cost (f) and the MMTC (m=b). As mentioned above, the cost

of non-preemptive migration (r) is �xed at :3 seconds. As expected, increasing either

the �xed cost of migration or the MMTC hurts the performance of preemptive migration.

The contour line marked 1:0 indicates the crossover where the performance of preemptive

and non-preemptive migration is equal (the ratio is 1:0). For smaller values of the cost

parameters, preemptive migration performs better; for example, if the �xed migration cost

is .33 seconds and the MMTC is 2 seconds, the normalized mean slowdown with preemptive

migration is � 40% lower than with non-preemptive migration. When the �xed cost of

migration or the MMTC are very high, almost all processes are ineligible for preemptive

migration; thus, the preemptive strategy does almost no migrations. The non-preemptive

strategy is una�ected by these costs so the non-preemptive strategy can be more e�ective.

Figure 11.2b shows the e�ect of migration costs on the standard deviation of

slowdowns. The crossover point | where non-preemptive migration surpasses preemptive

migration | is considerably higher in Figure 11.2b than in Figure 11.2a. Thus there is

a region where preemptive migration yields a higher mean slowdown than non-preemptive

migration, but a lower standard deviation. The reason for this is that non-preemptive
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Figure 11.2: (a) The performance of preemptive migration relative to non-preemptive mi-

gration deteriorates as the cost of preemptive migration increases. The two axes are the two

components of the preemptive migration cost. The cost of non-preemptive migration is held

�xed. The \X" marks the particular set of parameters we will consider in the next section.

(b) The standard deviation of slowdown may give a better indication of a user's percep-

tion of system performance than mean slowdown. By this metric, the bene�t of preemptive

migration is even more signi�cant.

migration occasionally chooses a process for remote execution that turns out to be short-

lived. These processes su�er large delays (relative to their run times) and add to the

tail of the distribution of slowdowns. In the next section, we show cases in which the

standard deviation of slowdowns is actually worse with non-preemptive migration than

with no migration at all (three of the eight runs).

11.3 Comparison of preemptive and non-preemptive strate-

gies

In this section we choose migration cost parameters representative of current sys-

tems (see Section 11.2.1) and use them to examine more closely the performance of the two

migration strategies. The values we chose are:

r the cost of remote execution, .3 seconds

f the �xed cost of preemptive migration, .3 seconds
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b the memory transfer bandwidth, .5 MB per second

m the mean memory size of migrant processes, 1 MB

In Figures 11.2a and 11.2b, the point corresponding to these parameter values is

marked with an \X". Figure 11.3 shows the performance of the two migration strategies at

this point (compared to the base case of no migration).

Non-preemptive migration reduces the normalized mean slowdown (Figure 11.3a)

by less than 20% for most runs (and � 40% for the two runs with the highest loads).

Preemptive migration reduces the normalized mean slowdown by 50% for most runs (and

more than 60% for two of the runs). The performance improvement of preemptive migration

over non-preemptive migration is typically between 35% and 50%.

As discussed above, we feel that the mean slowdown (normalized or not) under-

states the performance bene�ts of preemptive migration. We have proposed other metrics

to try to quantify these bene�ts. Figure 11.3b shows the standard deviation of slowdowns,

which reects the number of severely impacted processes. Figures 11.3c and 11.3d explicitly

measure the number of severely impacted processes, according to two di�erent thresholds

of acceptable slowdown. By these metrics, the bene�ts of migration in general appear

greater, and the discrepancy between preemptive and non-preemptive migration appears

much greater. For example in Figure 11.3d, in the absence of migration, 7 � 18% of pro-

cesses are slowed by a factor of 5 or more. Non-preemptive migration is able to eliminate

42 � 62% of these, which is a signi�cant bene�t, but preemptive migration consistently

eliminates nearly all (86� 97%) severe delays.

An important observation from Figure 11.3b is that for several of the runs, non-

preemptive migration actually makes the performance of the system worse than if there

were no migration at all. For the preemptive migration strategy, this outcome is nearly im-

possible, since migrations are only performed if they improve the slowdowns of all processes

involved (in expectation). In the worst case, then, the preemptive strategy will do no worse

than the case of no migration (in expectation).

Another bene�t of preemptive migration is graceful degradation of system perfor-

mance as load increases (as shown in Figure 11.3). In the presence of preemptive migration,

both the mean and standard deviation of slowdown are nearly constant, regardless of the

overall load on the system.
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Figure 11.3: (a) Mean slowdown. (b) Standard deviation of slowdown. (c) Percentage of

processes slowed by a factor of 3 or more. (d) Percentage of processes slowed by a factor of

5 or more. All shown at cost point X from Figure 11.2.
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11.4 Why preemptivemigration outperformed non-preemptive

migration

The alternate metrics discussed above shed some light on the reasons for the

performance di�erence between preemptive and non-preemptive migration. We consider

two kinds of mistakes a migration system might make:

Failing to migrate long-lived jobs : This type of error imposes moderate slowdowns

on a potential migrant, and, more importantly, inicts delays on short jobs that are

forced to share a processor with a CPU hog. Under non-preemptive migration, this

error occurs whenever a long-lived process is not on the name-list, possibly because

it is an unknown program or an unusually long execution of a typically short-lived

program. Preemptive migration can correct these errors by migrating long jobs later

in their lives.

Migrating short-lived jobs : This type of error imposes large slowdowns on the migrated

process, wastes network resources, and fails to e�ect signi�cant load balancing. Under

non-preemptive migration, this error occurs when a process whose name is on the

eligible list turns out to be short-lived. Our preemptive migration strategy eliminates

this type of error by guaranteeing that the performance of a migrant improves in

expectation.

Even occasional mistakes of the �rst kind can have a large impact on performance,

because one long job on a busy machine will impede many small jobs. This e�ect is aggra-

vated by the serial correlation between arrival times (see Section 11.1), which suggests that

a busy host is likely to receive many future arrivals.

Thus, an important feature of a migration policy is its ability to identify long-lived

jobs for migration. To evaluate this ability, we consider the average lifetime of the processes

chosen for migration under each policy in our simulation. Under non-preemptive migration,

the average lifetime of migrant processes under was 1:97 seconds (the mean lifetime for all

processes is 0:4 seconds) and the median lifetime of migrants was :86 seconds. The non-

preemptive policy migrated about 1% of all jobs, which accounted for 5:7% of the total

CPU.

Our preemptive migration policy was better able to identify long jobs; the average

lifetime of migrant processes under preemptive migration was 4:9 seconds; the median
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lifetime of migrants was 1:98 seconds. The preemptive policy migrated 4% of all jobs, but

since these migrants were long-lived, they accounted for 55% of the total CPU.

Thus the primary reason for the success of preemptive migration is its ability to

identify long jobs accurately and to migrate those jobs away from busy hosts.

The second type of error did not have as great an impact on the mean slowdown

for all processes, but it did impose large slowdowns on some small processes. These outliers

are reected in the standard deviation of slowdowns | because the non-preemptive policy

sometimes migrates very short jobs, it can make the standard deviation of slowdowns worse

than with no migration (see Figure 11.3b). Our age-based preemptive migration criterion

eliminates errors of this type by guaranteeing that the performance of the migrant will

improve in expectation.

There is, however, one type of migration error that is more problematic for pre-

emptive migration than for non-preemptive migration: stale load information. A target

host may have a low load when a migration is initiated, but its load may have increased by

the time the migrant arrives. This is more likely for a preemptive migration because the

migration time is longer. In our simulations, we found that these errors do occur, although

infrequently enough that they do not have a severe impact on performance.

Speci�cally, we counted the number migrant processes that arrived at a target host

and found that the load was higher than it had been at the source host when migration

began. For most runs, this occurred less than 0:5% of the time (for two runs with high

loads it was 0:7%). Somewhat more often, � 3% of the time, a migrant process arrived at

a target host and found that the load at the target was greater than the current load at

the source. These results suggest that the performance of a preemptive migration strategy

might be improved by rechecking loads at the end of a memory transfer and, if the load at

the target is too high, aborting the migration and restarting the process on the source host.

One other potential problem with preemptive migration is the volume of network

tra�c that results from large memory transfers. In our simulations, we did not model

network congestion, on the assumption that the tra�c generated by migration would not

be excessive. This assumption seems to be reasonable: under our preemptive migration

strategy fewer than 4% of processes are migrated once and fewer than :25% of processes

are migrated more than once. Furthermore, there is seldom more than one migration in

progress at a time.
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Mean slowdown by age group

no migration
non−preemptive migration

preemptive migration

Duration

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

dur < .5s .5s < dur < 5s dur > 5s.

Figure 11.4: Mean slowdown broken down by lifetime group.

In summary, the advantage of preemptive migration | its ability to identify long

jobs and move them away from busy hosts | overcomes its disadvantages (longer migration

times and stale load information).

11.4.1 E�ect of migration on short and long jobs

We have claimed that identifying long jobs and migrating them away from busy

hosts helps not only the long jobs (which run on less-loaded hosts) but also the short

jobs that run on the source host. To test this claim, we divided the processes into three

lifetime groups and measured the performance bene�t for each group due to migration.

Figure 11.4 shows that migration reduces the mean slowdown of all three of these groups:

for non-preemptive migration the improvement is the same for all groups; under preemptive

migration the long jobs enjoy a slightly greater bene�t.

This breakdown by lifetime group is useful for evaluating various metrics of system

performance. The metric we are using here, slowdown, gives equal weight to all jobs; as a

result, the mean slowdown metric is dominated by the most populous

3

group, short jobs.

Another common metric, residence time, gives weight to jobs that is proportional to their

lifetime. Thus the mean residence time metric reects, primarily, the performance bene�t

for long jobs (under this metric preemptive migration appears even more e�ective).

3

The number of jobs in each group increases roughly by a factor of 10 moving from longest to the shortest

group.
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Mean slowdown
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Figure 11.5: The mean slowdown for eight runs, using the two criteria for minimum mi-

gration age. The value of the best �xed parameter � is shown in parentheses for each run.

11.5 Evaluation of analytic migration criterion

As derived in Section 10.3, the minimum age for a migrant process according to

our analytic criterion is

Minimum

migration age

=

Migration cost

(n�m)

where n is the load at the source host and m is the load at the target host (including the

potential migrant).

We will compare the analytic criterion with the �xed parameter criterion:

Minimum

migration age

= � �Migration cost

where � is a free parameter. This parameter � is meant to model preemptive migration

strategies in the literature, as discussed in Section 10.2. For comparison, we will use the best

�xed parameter, which is, for each run, the best parameter for that run, chosen empirically

by executing the run with a range of parameter values (of course, this gives the �xed

parameter criterion a considerable advantage).

Figure 11.5 compares the performance of the analytic minimum age criterion with

the best �xed parameter (�). The best �xed parameter varies considerably from run to

run, and appears to be roughly correlated with the average load during the run (the runs

are sorted in increasing order of total load).
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The performance of the analytic criterion is always within a few percent of the

performance of the best �xed value criterion. The advantage of the analytic criterion is

that it is parameterless, and therefore more robust across a variety of workloads. We feel

that the elimination of one free parameter is a useful result in an area with so many (usually

hand-tuned) parameters.
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Chapter 12

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes Part II. In Section 12.1 we summarize the main themes of

our research on load balancing analysis. In Sections 12.2 and 12.3, we examine limitations

of our load balancing model, and discuss how our results might be a�ected when our work

is applied to a fully general system.

12.1 Summary

We began Part II with two questions:

1. Is preemptive migration necessary for load balancing?

2. What is a good preemptive policy?

Throughout Part II, we've argued that the answers to both these questions lie in under-

standing and applying the process lifetime distribution.

With respect to the �rst question above:

Is preemptive migration necessary for load balancing?

We began by pointing out that preemptive migration policies for load balancing are rarely

considered both in real systems and in studies, despite the fact that several systems are

capable of migrating active processes. We also noted that some systems' choice to not

include a preemptive load balancing policy was inuenced by the fact that the few studies

of preemptive migration couldn't agree on whether or not it was necessary. Throughout Part

II, we argue that our measured process lifetime distribution provides compelling evidence of
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the power of preemptive migration. The reason researchers have overlooked the potential for

preemptive migration appears to be a lack of knowledge about the lifetime distribution, and

a lack of awareness of the sensitivity of load balancing studies to the assumed distribution.

Our arguments are summarized in the following points:

� As the process lifetime distribution shows, current CPU age provides a consistently

accurate prediction of future CPU usage (Section 9.3). Even the highly-tuned

1

name-

list was not able to identify long-lived processes as well as our very simple age-based

preemptive policy. The mean and median lifetimes of jobs selected by our age-based

preemptive policy were about 2:5 times longer than those selected by the highly tuned

non-preemptive policy (Section 11.4).

� As the process lifetime distribution shows, migrating only the very longest of jobs

manipulates the majority of the CPU in the system. Our preemptive policy a�ected

55% of the total CPU by only migrating 4% of the jobs, while our non-preemptive

policy a�ected only 5% of the total CPU (Section 11.4 and Section 9.3).

� Non-preemptive name-based strategies may fail to migrate a long-lived process which

isn't on the name-list. Preemptive age-based policies are able to catch all worthy

long-lived processes, because if they accidentally fail to migrate a long-lived job, they

will recover their error later when the job ages a little more. The lifetime distribution

tells us it's important to identify all worthy migrants, because, migrating one long job

out of the way helps the many, many more small jobs that stay behind, and therefore

has a large e�ect on the mean slowdown (Section 11.4).

� Assuming an exponential process lifetime distribution, as many studies do, defeats the

purpose of preemptive migration, since it implies that a process' expected remaining

lifetime is independent of its age (Section 9.5). This may help explain why most

studies have ignored preemptive migration entirely.

� Even assuming a lifetime distribution which matches the correct one in both mean

and variance may still be misleading, and may overestimate the e�ectiveness of non-

preemptive migration and underestimate the e�ectiveness of preemptive migration

(see Section 9.5 and Section 8.6).

1

Recall, the names in the name-list were chosen from the same traces as the policy was later tested on.

Furthermore, the number of names in the name-list was chosen so as to optimize the non-preemptive policy's

performance on that test-case.
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� Exclusive use of mean slowdown as a metric of system performance understates the

bene�ts of load balancing as perceived by users, and especially understates the ben-

e�ts of preemptive load balancing. One performance metric which is more related

to user perception is the number of severely slowed processes. While non-preemptive

migration cuts these in half, preemptive migration reduces these by a factor of ten or

more (Section 11.3). Another metric which is closer to user perception is the slowdown

of exclusively longer jobs (those with lifetimes more than a second), since slowdowns

on shorter jobs are less perceivable to users. Preemptive migration shows even greater

improvement with respect to reducing mean slowdown on this longer set of jobs, than

in reducing mean slowdown in general (see Section 11.4.1).

With respect to the second question above:

What is a good preemptive policy?

We began by pointing out that previous preemptive policies in the literature are somewhat

unsatisfactory in that they all rely on system-tuned parameters which must be optimized by

hand to the particular system (Section 10.2). We were able to eliminate the free parameter

by applying the functional form or our measured lifetime distribution. We made two main

points:

� We showed how to use the 1=T observed lifetime distribution as an analytical tool for

deriving a preemptive policy which speci�es the minimum time a process must age

before being migrated as a function of the process' migration cost, and the loads at

its source and target host. This criterion is parameterless and robust across a range

of loads (Section 10.3).

� We showed that our preemptive policy outperformed the non-preemptive policy even

when memory transfer costs were atypically high (Section 11.2).

12.2 Weaknesses of the model

Our simulation ignores a number of factors that would a�ect the performance of

migration in real systems:

CPU-bound jobs only : Our model considers all jobs CPU-bound; thus, their response

time necessarily improves if they run on a less-loaded host. For I/O bound jobs,
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however, CPU contention has little e�ect on response time. These jobs would bene�t

less from migration. To see how large a role this plays in our results, we noted the

names of the processes that appear most frequently in our traces (with CPU time

greater than 1 second, since these are the processes most likely to be migrated). The

most common names were \cc1plus" and \cc1," both of which are CPU bound. Next

most frequent were: trn, cpp, ld, jove (a version of emacs), and ps. So, although some

jobs in our traces are in reality interactive, our simple model is reasonable for many of

the most common jobs. In Section 12.3 we discuss further implications of a workload

including interactive, I/O-bound, and non-migratable jobs.

environment : Our migration strategy takes advantage of the used-better-than-new prop-

erty of process lifetimes. In an environment with a di�erent distribution, this strategy

will not be e�ective.

network contention : Our model does not consider the e�ect of increased network tra�c

as a result of process migration. We observe, however, that for the load levels we

simulated, migrations are occasional (one every few seconds), and that there is seldom

more than one migration in progress at a time.

local scheduling : We assume that local scheduling on the hosts is similar to round-robin.

Other policies, like feedback scheduling, can reduce the impact of long jobs on the

performance of short jobs, and thereby reduce the need for load balancing. We explore

this issue in more detail in Section 12.3.

memory size : One weakness of our model is that we chose memory sizes from a measured

distribution and therefore our model ignores any correlation between memory size and

other process characteristics. Also, we've made the pessimistic simpli�cation that a

migrant's entire memory must be transferred, although this is not always the case.

12.3 Areas of Future Work

Of primary interest in future work is including interactive, I/O-bound, and non-

migratable jobs into our workload. We conjecture on the e�ects thereof.

In a workload that includes interactive jobs, I/O-bound jobs, and daemons, there

will be some jobs that should not or cannot be migrated. An I/O-bound job, for example,
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will not necessarily run faster on a less-loaded host, and might run slower if it is migrated

away from the disk or other I/O device it uses. A migrated interactive job might bene�t

by running on a less-loaded host if it performs su�cient CPU, but, will su�er performance

costs for all future interactions. Finally, some jobs (e.g. many daemons) cannot be migrated

away from their hosts.

Our proposed policy for preemptive migration can be extended to deal appropri-

ately with interactive and I/O bound jobs by including in the de�nition of migration cost

the additional costs that will be imposed on these jobs after migration, including network

delays, access to non-local data, etc. The estimates of these costs might be based on the

recent behavior of the job; e.g. the number and frequency of I/O requests and interactions.

Even within this expanded cost model, there might be a class of jobs that are explicitly

forbidden to migrate. These jobs could be assigned an in�nite migration cost.

The presence of a set of jobs that are either expensive or impossible to migrate

might reduce the ability of the migration policy to move work around the network and

balance loads e�ectively. However, we observe that the majority of long-lived jobs are, in

fact, CPU-bound, and it is these long-lived jobs that consume the majority of CPU time.

Thus, even if the migration policy were only able to migrate a subset of the jobs in the

system, it could still have a signi�cant CPU load-balancing e�ect.

Another way in which the proposed migration policy should be altered in a more

general environment is that n (the number of jobs at the source) and m (the number of jobs

at the target host) should distinguish between CPU-bound jobs, and other types of jobs,

since only CPU-bound jobs a�ect CPU contention, and therefore are signi�cant in CPU

load balancing.

Another important consideration in load balancing is the e�ect of local scheduling

at the hosts. Most prior studies of load balancing have assumed, as we do, that the local

scheduling is round-robin (or processor-sharing). A few assume �rst-come-�rst-serve (FCFS)

scheduling, and even fewer assume feedback scheduling, where processes that have used the

least CPU time are given priority over older processes. In our simulations we found that

these policies could prevent long jobs from interfering with short jobs, and thereby reduce

the need for load balancing and the e�ectiveness of migration (both non-preemptive and

preemptive).

In reality, the local scheduling used in practice lies somewhere between processor-

sharing and feedback. Decay-usage scheduling as used in UNIX has some characteristics
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of both policies [24]. Young jobs do have some precedence, but old jobs that perform

interaction or other I/O are given higher priority, which allows them to interfere with short

jobs. The more recent \lottery scheduling" [83] behaves more like processor-sharing. To

understand the e�ect of local scheduling on load balancing requires modeling the interaction

and I/O patterns of processes, in future research.
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Appendix A

Analysis of queueing networks of

type N

E,FCFS

In this appendix we describe a subset of the known queueing theory formulas for

queueing networks of type N

E,FCFS

. More general versions of these formulas appear in [13,

pp. 322-327]; we include here only what we need for our de�nition of a queueing network

(see Figure 2.2).

Given a queueing network N

E,FCFS

with a routing scheme, we associate with each

packet a class l corresponding to its associated route. Let r

(l)

i

denote the arrival rate of

packets of class l from outside the network into server i. Let r

i

denote the arrival rate of

packets of any class from outside the network into server i, i.e.,

r

i

=

X

l

r

(l)

i

:

Let

^

�

(l)

i

denote the total arrival rate of packets of class l into server i. This includes arrivals

from outside and inside the network. Likewise,

^

�

i

denotes the total arrival rate of packets

into server i, i.e.,

^

�

i

=

X

l

^

�

(l)

i

:

Lastly, let p

(l)

ij

be the probability (or rather, proportion of times) that a packet of class l

after serving at server i next moves to server j.

Traditionally, one starts by determining

^

�

(l)

i

by solving the following system of
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balance equations:

^

�

(l)

i

= r

(l)

i

+

X

j

p

(l)

ji

^

�

(l)

j

It turns out that in our formulation of a queueing network, there is no need to bother setting

up and solving these balancing equations. The simple solution below works:

^

�

(l)

i

= (Num. times server i appears in route l) � (Outside arrival rate of route l packets)

Next, we obtain

^

�

i

by summing over all classes:

^

�

i

=

X

l

^

�

(l)

i

:

Now de�ne the utilization at server i, �

i

to be

�

i

=

^

�

i

�

i

;

where �

i

is the service rate at server i. Then

E fN

i

g = E fNumber of packets at server ig =

�

i

1� �

i

;

where the number of packets at server i includes the possible packet serving there currently.

E fNg = E fTotal number of packets in networkg =

X

i

E fN

i

g

More speci�cally,

P

i

(n

i

) = Pr fn

i

packets at server ig = �

n

i

i

(1� �

i

)

And

P (n

1

; n

2

; : : : ; n

k

) = Pr

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

n

1

packets at server 1

n

2

packets at server 2

.

.

.

n

k

packets at server k

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

=

Y

i

P

i

(n

i

)

The above statement is often referred to as queueing theory's independence as-

sumptions, because it states that the number of packets at the di�erent servers are inde-

pendent (note that this statement is not actually an assumption, but rather a consequence

of the de�nition of N

E,FCFS

). Given the expected number of packets in the network, we can

now apply Little's formula to obtain the expected packet ow time:

E fFg = E fFlow Timeg =

E fNg

P

i

r

i
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And �nally,

E fDelayg = E fFlow Timeg �E fService Timeg;

where E fService Timeg is the weighted average over the route frequencies of the service

requirement for each route.


